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Showers,
thunderstorms
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Occasional showers and thunderstorms tonight with heavy
rain possible. Low in the lower
50s. Wind shifting to the west
10 to 15 mph. Mostly cloudy
and cooler Tuesday. High 55 to
60.

NATIONAL

WORLD

VALDEZ, Alaska — Exxon today apologized for the nation's worst
oil spill, and authorities said the captain of the oil company's tanker
has taken steps to surrender to face charges of being drunk when the
vessel ran aground.
ANCHORAGE, Alaska — There is an environmental crisis at a
remote spot in the Alaska wilderness. Government officials gather. The
oil industry weighs in with high-technology solutions. Plans are made,
unmade, revised.
WASHINGTON — President Bush is giving Egyptian President
Hosni Mubarak a warm reception with talks at the White House, a box
seat at the opening of the baseball season and — possibly — the
resumption of U.S. aid.
PORT-AU-PRINCE, Haiti — Lt. Gen. Prosper Avril went on
national television early today to announce that forces loyal to his government had thwarted a coup attempt led by power-hungry soldiers,

STATE
WINCHESTER — A tiny museum in Winchester is a nostalgic call
from the past for all who remember the days of crank-type wall
phones, single-digit telephone numbers, long rings and shorts, and
those wonderful party lines.
LOUISVILLE — A 3-year-old Kentucky law that could take effect
this week has drawn the lines again between groups that call themselves pro-choice and those that say they are pro-life.
LEXINGTON — Experts say new laws and more money are needed
to bring Kentucky into the modern age of animal control.
LOUISVILLE — Fifteen years after tornadoes ripped through Kentucky and killed 74 people, the hardest-hit city is somewhat back to
normal.

David Ramey
Crossed bridge before fall

Local man on
bridge just
hours prior
to accident
By MARK COOPER
Murray Lodger &

Times Stall Writer

Tennesseans may be a little
hesitant to cross bridges in their
home state after the collapse of
the Hatchie River Bridge on
U.S. 51 near Covington, Tenn.
Saturday night.
But the collapse will do much
to make at least one Kentuckian
worried as well.
"I was on that bridge just
three hours before it fell,"
according to David Ramey, a
for
sports
writer
(Cont'd on page 2)

COVINGTON, Tenn. (AP) — Crews today
searched for more bodies in the rain-swollen
Hatchie River, where at least seven people
plunged to their deaths after a 60-foot-section of
a half-century-old bridge collapsed.
Months of flooding on the Hatchie may have
eroded the foundation of a bridge pier, causing
the U.S. 51 span to fail, said the state highway
commissioner.
A tractor-trailer rig and at least four other
vehicles fell 25 feet into the river.
A 1987 inspection found no abnormalities, but
the collapse probably will lead the state to
review its procedures, said Bill Moore, a state
transportation department inspector.
"We certainly will look at other bridges after
this failure. We'll probably re-evaluate our
whole program of inspection on this type of
bridge," Moore said Sunday.
National Transportation Safety Board investigators were to meet with state bridge inspectors
today, authorities said.
The collapse of the two-lane, northbound
bridge occurred Saturday night about 45 miles
north of Memphis. A companion two-lane southbound bridge was unaffected, although it
remained closed following the cave-in, the
Tennessee Highway Patrol said.
It was not known how many people were riding on the bridge when it crumbled, authorities
said.
"Some of the cars are chopped up so bad
they're not sure how many cars they arc talking
about," said Cecil Whaley, operations officer of
the Tennessee Emergency Management Agency.
"They don't have good eyewitness accounts
to determine how many cars were on the
bridge."
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Among the seven bodies recovered were those
of a trucker and his wife who had been returning home with a tractor-trailer they had just
bought in Memphis, police said.
Billy Herron Sr., 49, of Ripley, was driving
the 18-wheeler and his wife, Betty, was follow ing in a pickup truck, said Henning Police
Chief Charles Fain. Herron's parents. who had
eaten dinner with their son that night in
Covington, apparently crossed the bridge just
before it failed, Fain said.
, Also recovered were the bodies qf Mary
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(Cont'd on page 2)

family contributing a portion of the
labor, Habitat will then construct a
substantial house, using donated materials, labor, and funds to .build it.
The family then pays a rental fee each
month, which is applied to the mortgage until the family eventually becomes the owner. A fundraising drive
in the community has already begun
to raise money for the project and it is
hoped that actual construction can
begin before summer.
Instructions for completing the
application and a mailing address are
included with the forms.
For more information, call 7533824.
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Humane Society's annual
membership drive starts

BUSINESS - FINANCE
LONDON — The dollar was
steady at lower levels in moderately active European trading
late this morning as Sunday's
meeting of the Group of Seven
had little impact on the market.
Gold moved higher.
Traders said the dollar moved
lower earlier today in response
to dollar sales by the Bank of
Japan early in the Tokyo day.
This was the first time this year
that the Bank of Japan
intervened in the open market,
they said.

DYERSBURG
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Application forms for families interested in participating in the Habitat
for Humanity program, which assists
low-income families in building and
purchasing their own homes, are now
available on request at four locations
in Murray: the downtown branches of
the Bank of Murray and People's
Bank, the 'Public Library, and the
Department of Human Resources,
203 S. 6th Strew.
The deadline for the applications is
April 30.
A committee will then review the
applications and select one family to
participate in Habitat's first homebuilding project. With the selected

SEATTLE — Ten years ago, Steve Fisher was coaching high school
basketball in Illinois, and P.J. Carlesimo was at a tiny Division I college in New York that might not have been much better. Tonight it's
the NCAA finals.
TACOMA, Wash. — Tennessee Coach Pat Summitt said the best
women's basketball team in the country won. Auburn Coach Joe Ciampi agreed.
CINCINNATI — Pete Rose says he wants to be part of a longstanding baseball tradition today by being in uniform when his Cincinnati Reds open the National League season at home.
RANCHO MIRAGE, Calif. — Juli Inkster was sort of comfortably
sleepwalking through the final round of the $500,000 Dinah Shore
tournament when she was jolted back to reality.
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Families wanting to assist
with habitat program sought

Miss Murray State
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West Tenn. bridge collapse
leaves at least seven dead

MONDAY
NEWS IN BRIEF
,--

AFTERNOON, APRIL

LeeAnn Rayburn was crowned Miss Murray State during ceremonies
Saturday night. Rayburn is the 20-year-old daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
R. D. Rayburn of Murray and was sponsored by Alpha Omicron Pi
sorority (See additional photo on page two). sla plinth by Mark ( ooper

The Calloway County Humane
Society's annual membership and
volunteer drive is now underway.
Last year at the Animal Shelter,
the Humane Society cared for 2500
dogs, cats, puppies and kittens, giving them food, water and necessary
medical attention and loving care.
Through the untiring efforts of the
Society's Shelter staff, many were
placed in good homes, giving and
returning love and companionship.
A membership in the Humane
Society is a vital contribution to
the ongoing success of tch Shelter
and to the continuation of its
humane education and spay/neuter

programs. Each membership
includes a subscription to "Paw
Prints," the Society's newsletter
which features articles on animal
medical and caring tips, the Society's upcoming events, poignant
owner-pet stories, updating of legal
practices and much, much more.
Volunteers are also needed by
the Society. Some of the areas in
which interested people could share
their time are: humane education.
PAWS, the Shelter, the Society's
awareness events, computer work
and more.
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helping organize a neighborhood
contingent to control the huge
crowds that would welcome Mikhail S. Gorbachev to Havana.
-He's a magnificent man, a very
correct man," said Lt. Alberto
Perez, who said he was a physics
professor. He praised Fidel
Castro's 30-year-old revolution and
called Gorbachev "a friend of the
revolution."
Gathering in the square at midday, still several hours before the

Soviet leader's arrival, were several hundred men and women wearing the green trousers and blue
shirt of the local militia.
With the militia holding back the
crowd, Perez said, "The people are
so enthusiastic they might burst
through."
Gorbachev is the first Soviet
leader .to visit Cuba since Leonid I.
Brezhnev came to the island in
1974.
All public transportation in the

•
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(Cont'd on page 2)

Cubans welcome Gorbachev on first visit
HAVANA (AP) — "God has
put Gorbachev in the world, and
we are grateful,';' a Cuban churchgoer said after Mass a few hours
before the Soviet president arrived
for his first look at the Communist
enclave off the U.S. coast.
"Cuba," she said, "needs perestroika and glasnost."
Her enthusiasm, if not her rhetoric, was shared by a young militia officer in Santos Suarez Square
a few miles away, where he was

•

:

city was halted in order to commit
every available bus to carry welcomers. Trucks were commandeered from the countryside to help
move people into position along
the 10-mile route from the airport.
But not all Cubans were welcome in the crowd. A dissident
source, speaking on condition of
anonymity, told The Associated
Press a number of Cuban human
(Cont'd on page
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Names are drawn
for local jury duty
The following is a list of district
jurors to repon on Friday, April 7,
at 9 a.m. in the Miller Courthouse
Annex.
Neva Grey Albritten, Wendell
Allbritten, Walter Lee Apperson,
Wayne Charles Bell, Lurline Morris Billington, Robert Hugh Billington, Donnie Darrell Boyd, Elizabeth Ann Brockway, Jimmy Dan
Butterworth, Sue Hale Carraway,
Wilma Jane Cohoon, Gerald Dan
Cooper, Douglas Crafton, Jr., Glen
Neil Cunningham, Ruth Galloway
Daughday, Glen David Edwards,
Kenneth Ray Fennel, William G.
Gargus, Edwin Keith Hays, Billy

7
4;
•4

Joe Jones, Bonnie Kay Jones, Walter James Karnes. Calvin Edward
Key.
William Rudolph Kopperud,
Paul A. Lassiter, Twila Anne
Lovett, Wadi Elias Mahfoud, Gene
Orr Miller, Margaret H. Morton,
Robert Joseph McCoart, Eva Este!!
McDougal, Joe Hanis McKendree,
Nadine Graham Pace, Gerald Dan
Poyner, James Rupert Phillips,
Yvette Watson Pyle, Carl Martin
Rogers, Glenda Phillen Roos, Holly R. Rudolph, Lisa Giltner
Rudolph, Wiliam Hal Smith, Ben
Trevathan, Ronald Caven Underwood, Hugh Eddie.,Wilson.
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Queen and her court

Cubans...
(Cont'd from page 1)
rights advocates were telephoned
Sunday morning by agents of the
State Security Department and
advised not to attend the welcoming ceremonies.
Although there has been some
easing in recent months of Cuba's
strict policy forbidding public
opposition to Communist Party discipline, activists still can be given
long prison terms for what the government terms "counterrevolutionary" activity.
The churchgoer, saying she
hoped Gorbachev would encourage
Castro to permit more freedom in
Cuba, complained that people who
practice their religion in,this overwhelmingly Roman Catholic country are now second-class citizens.
"Young people don't visit the
church" because the state will discriminate against them, she said.
The woman, who said she is an
engineer and physician in a pharmaceutical plant, asked not to be
identified.
"You will leave," she told a
visiting correspondent, "but I will
still be here."
Another member of the tiny
Havana parish, where 35 people
attended Mass on Sunday, said
workers don't do good work
because they aren't compensated
for it,
"We have big hope that with
Gorbachev we will live much better," he said.
Sylvia Valdez, a teacher of
Spanish literature, echoed the
others' enthusiasm.
"He has a view of the future,"
Valdez said. "He is a man who
understands his country has problems, and he is doing things to
change it. We hope he will bring
about change in Cuba."
Gorbachev's ettorts to open
Soviet society to more frank discussion of the nation's economic
and social problems and his drive
to introduce freer markets have
been given little attention in the
tightly controlled official media ,n
Cuba. But people who listen to
Voice of America's Radio Marti or
to U.S. commercial stations that
reach parts of the island are aware
of the changes taking place in the
Soviet Union.

State

Valdez pointed to last week's
contested parliamentary elections
in the Soviet Union, where some
candidates championed by the
Communist hierarchy were
defeated. He said similar voting in
Cuba is "totally controlled."
"There is not one independent
candidate," he said.

Phone (

Read the want ads daily
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runner-up
Murray State Pageant court includes, from left, 3rd runner-up Kathy Suttles, 2nd
Tracey
runner-up
4th
and
Robb
Jill
runner-up
1st
Michelle Sauer, Miss Murray State LeeAnn Rayburn,
Walker.

The Miss

Two accidents keep deputies busy
The Calloway County Sheriff's
Department kept busy over the
weekend responding to two accident calls.
At 3:15 Saturday, at the intersection of Hwy. 783 and Hwy. 464
five miles north of Murray, Thomas Gene Montana, 24, Box 5652
Hart Hall, Murray, was riding his
bicycle east on 464. He told Deputy Pat Paschall he thought traffic
on 783 was supposed to stop, he
pulled out in front of a car driven
by Roger Dwayne James, Jr., 25,
Route 7, Benton. James could not
avoid hitting Montana in the rear of
the bicycle.
Montana was treated and
released from Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. James was
charged with having no registration

Local man...
(Cont'd from page 1)
the Murray Ledger & Times.
A 60-foot section of the two-lane
bridge fell around 8:45 p.m. Saturday killing at least seven people.
Recent rains which have flooded
the river for the past two days may
have caused the bridge supports to
weaken, officials said, who are
searching for more bodies today.
"Just think, it could have been
me on that bridge instead of those
seven people," Ramey said.
Ramey, who learned of the collapse this morning, crossed the
bridge around 6 p.m. after returning from a baseball game in Mem-

plates and no insurance, CCSD
officials said.
At 10:25 Saturday, two miles
north of Murray on Ky. 121 North,
Thelma L. Dixon, 72, Route 1,
Murray, was northbound on 121
when she came upon something
lying in the road, and brought her
car to a stopped position, the report
said. Cynthia Renee Hayden, 16,
Fox Meadows, Murray, was also
travelling north. She told CCSD
officials she did not notice Dixon
had stopped and could not avoid
hitting her car in the rear end.
Dixon was treated and released
from Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. No other injuries were
reported.
In another accident report, a
Murray woman was injured Thurs-

phis. inn.
"I remember looking over to
northbound bridge as I crossed the
river on my way down there (to
Memphis) and it went through my
mind, 'that is a really old bridge,—
Ramey said. "And on my way
back, I said, 'Oh, now I've got to
cross it."
Ramey said he saw no indication
that the bridge would collapse just
hours later, but that didn't stop his
life from passing in front of his
eyes when he learned of the -near
miss this morning.
"You never really think about
those kind of things until something like this happens," Ramey
said.
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Collapse...

(Cont'd from page 1)
her
and
Annette Davidson
husband, Jimmy Davidson, of
Ripley.
The bodies of Wilma Bonds, Jr.,
a 49-year-old Jehovah's Witness
minister; his wife, Barbara, 25; and
their 4-year-old daughter, Sophia,
of Ripley, were pulled out Saturday
night, Fain said.
"He never went to town otherwise. The only time we ever knew
they were in town was coming or
going to church. They were real
religious, going to church every
night," Fain said.
The Hatchie was at 14.7 feet, 2.7
feet over flood stage, about where
the accident occurred, the National
Weather Service said. It was not
raining when the bridge gave way
but had been in previous days.
The river had been at flood stage
at the bridge for most of the last
three months, Whaley said.
The river is now about 300 feet
wide and the pier that gave way
stands in water even when the river
is below flood stage, Whaley said.
The flooding may have eroded
the foundation of a bridge pier,
One Better Perm
said Highway Commissioner Jimprice includes
my Evans.
"Continuous overbank flooding
shampoo, haircut
will cause a scouring that actually
and style.
took the vertical support of the pier
Reg. $45.00
out and the pier fell," Evans said.
Thunderstorms that brought
heavy rain and 50 mph winds hampered the search for bodies, Whaley said. Divers suspended their
Now
efforts until morning, but workers
continued to use a crane to lift
Offer Expires 4/8/89
parts of the roadway out of the
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(Cont'd from page 1)
Anyone who is interested in
joining the Humane Society either
through contributions or donations
of time can write to the Humane
Society, Humane Society Annual
Membership and Volunteer Drive:
P.O. Box 764, Murray, Ky., 42071.
Memberships are $25 for family:
S15 for individuals; S10 for studnets and senior citizens.
The Humane Society is a United
Way agency.
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day in a four-wheeler accident on
Bert Kelso Road about 12 miles
southwest of Murray.
- According to the report, Thomas
G. Futrell, 43, Route 7, Murray,
and Judy C. Parrish, Route 7, Murray, were riding four-wheelers
around 7 p.m. Thursday. The report
said Parrish passed Futrell while
rounding a curve and turned over
in the roadway.
Parrish was taken to MurrayCalloway County Hospital and
later transferred to Western Baptist
Hospital in Pauducah.

Phone
753 2571

1111M-0111,

-

Chestnut Hills • Murray
Salon Hours: Mon.-Fri. 9-8, Sat. 9-6, Sun. 1-5

water, he said.
Larry Prater of Covington said
residents have been concerned for
some time that the bridge was getting old. Prater said three of his
relatives were in a pickup truck
that drove over the bridge shortly
before it collapsed.
"I was telling my wife the other
day, saying 'That bridge with as
much water as we've had is a
dangerous thing,"' he said.
Aging highway bridges have Collapsed in other states in recent
years. In April 1987, an upstate
New York span collapsed, killing
10 people. In 1983, part of the
Mianus Bridge in Connecticut collapsed, killing three people.
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By DAN LOUDY
Murray Ledgor & Timms Staff Wrtle•

A rash of weekend DUls has left
two people dead and numerous
others injured according to Kentucky State Police and Calloway
County Sheriff's Department
reports.
Two people died and three others
were injured Saturday in Wingo in
a head-on collision caused by a
drunken driver, acoording to KSP
reports. Glendale Morgan, 41,
Route I, Wingo, was driving south
on U.S. 45 about eight-tenths of a
mile south of Wingo. His car ran
off onto the shoulder, came back
onto the road, crossed the center
line and struck another car headon.
Two occupants of the second car
were killed and the other two were
hurt, one with head injuries. Identities of the victims were being withheld pending notification of their
families.
Morgan was slightly injured in
the wreck. He was charged with
DUI and other charges were pend-

WLEX-TV reported that 1,000
DreamStakes and Beginner's Luck
tickets were sold at a liquor store
called The Bait Shop.
The owner of The Bait Shop,
Robert J. White, told WLEX that
he was unaware ticket sales were
not supposed to begin until 7 a.m.
EDT Tuesday.
White said he sold the tickets
between 7 a.m. and 3 p.m., adding
he sometimes had lines of up to 10
people waiting to purchase the
tickets.
Frank Keener, president of the
Kentucky Lottery Corp., told The
Associated Press on Saturday that
the retailer would be turned over to
the lottery's security department
Monday.
"They're not supposed to sell
them until Tuesday," Keener said
in a telephone interview from his
Louisville home. "We made that
very clear to everyone. The guy
risks losing his license by doing
that."
Lottery retailers were required to
attend training sessions, where they
were told the penalty for early
sales was the possible loss of their
ticket-selling license.
Keener said he did not think
other retailers would follow suit.
Any winning tickets from the
early sale could be cashed Tuesday, Keener said.
"There's no way for us to know
when they were purchased," he
said.
White said he had not had any
winners as of Saturday night.
Lottery officials say an estimated
4,700 retailers spread across every
county will be selling the tickets.

Freedom Fest
sponsors begin
organizing
The Freedom Fest '89 'initial
contact letter is being sent to nonprofit groups and service organizations who participated in last year's
4th of July parade and street fair.
This year the 35 community volunteers that make up the Freedom
Fest '89 Committee are planning
for an even larger celebration than
last year's tremendous success.
Freedom Fest '88 drew an estimated crowd of 30,000, reportedly
the most people ever to attend an
event in Murray.
Events currently in the planning
stages are: golf tournament, antique
car show, quilt show, gospel sing,
fishing tournament, kid's parade,
Community Theatre production,
BBQ cook-off, road races, 5-K run,
horseshoe tournament, country
music show and, of course, the
"Biggest Small Town Parade in
America" as well as the street fair.
Events are scheduled for June 30 July 4.
If an non-profit group or service
organization would like to participate in the Freedom Fest '89 street
fair and parade, please write Trudy
Baker, Briggs & Stratton, 110
Main Street, Murray or call
753-7522.

-Read the
want ads daily
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Two dead, several injured in weekend rash
of DUI accidents, according to police reports

LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — A
Lexington retailer sold Kentucky
lottery tickets to customers Saturday, three days before sales were
officially set to begin, police said.
Lexington police confirmed
Saturday night that the retailer had
sold the tickets, but said no charges
were filed because officials were
unsure any laws had been broken.

os
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mg, police said.
An Almo man was charged with
DUI after a three-car accident
south of Lone Oak that left a Mayfield ian critically injured.
According to KSP reports, William Hale, 27, Route 1, Almo, was
arrested and charged with DUI
after striking two other cars at the
intersection of U.S. 45 and Ky.
1241 south of Lone Oak.
State police said Hale was
attempting to cross 45 when his car
struck a vehicle driven by Carol
Futrell, 42, Mayfield. The impact
sent Hale's car into another car driven by James Davidson, 22, Boaz.
Gary Jackson, 32, Mayfield, a
passenger in Hale's car, was admitted to Lourdes Hospital in Paducah
in critical but stable condition.
A Benton woman was charged
with DUI after a one-car accident
three miles north of Murray early
Sunday morning, Sheriff's Department officials said.
Mary H. Sloan, 44, Route 9,

Benton, was travelling on U.S. 641
North when her car ran off the road
into a ditch. According to the
report, she said she had been drinking and she failed the field soberity
test.
A one-car accident on College
Farm Road about six-tenths of a
mile west of Murray Saturday night
left a Clinton man injured
according to a CCSb report.
Jerry M. Berry, 65, Route 3,
Clinton, left Calloway County
Country Club Road and turned onto
College Farm Road, nearly striking
another vehicle, officials said. He
then ran off the road into a ditch,
striking a tree head-on.
Berry originally refused to go to
the emergency room at MurrayCalloway County Hospital. He later
went and soon after was transported to Lourdes Hospital with a
broken neck. He was charged with
DUI and improper registration,
CCSD officials said.

Agriculture Department to propose fuel testing
program to prevent dumping of hazardous fuels
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — Lab
.testing to prevent the "dumping"
South Central Bell employee Jimmy Bell demonstrates how the tom- w in Kentucky of contaminated or
pany cut the cables to the old switches Friday night in order to dangerously volatile fuel should be
change over to a newer, eletronic switcher that will improve telephone conducted by the state Department
services. Looking on is manager Larry Sanderson.
of Agriculture, Commissioner
Ward "Butch" Burnette says.
Staff photo by Mark Cooper
Legislation to that end is being
drafted and the proposal will be
made Tuesday to officials of the
Transportation Cabinet, Burnette
said in an interview Friday.
"We feel like Kentucky is
becoming a dumping ground for
Written Proficiency — Level 1, Scott Andrus,
Murray High School won the
sweepstakes awards in both French first, Dana Hohman, third; Level III, David old fuel and fuel that, octane-wise,
Vaughan, third; Level IV, Bruce Thurmond,
is not what it should be," he said.
and Spanish at the Foreign Lan- second,
Mark Miller, third.
"Other states have moved very
guage Festival held Thursday at
Ruh& — Beth Wilson, Heather Boyd and
Jennifer Fairbanks won; John Kind and Ryan
rapidly.... It's something that KenMurray State University.
third.
tucky needs very badly to
Winners have been released by Malone,
Spanish Chorus — first. Eric Friend and
address."
MHS as follows:
Rachel Greer won in dialogue; Drama, first, featuring David Vaughan, Mark Miller, Andy
The problem of "hot fuel," parFRENCH
Vaughan, Jody Borge, Joey Bomba, Kim SexRecitation of a Literary Passage — Level 1,
ticularly
in school bus engine fires,
ton, Ryan Malone, Gene Cook, Leigh Ann CarCatherine Hurt, third; Level II, John Dailey,
dominated a meeting last week of a
ter and Bruce Thurmond.
third; Level III, Scott Rose, first; Level IV,
LATIN
bus-safety task force that TransporMeredith Howe, first, Kelli Massey, third.
Latin I — Translation, Darla Culver, second,
Extemporaneous Prose Reading — Levi] I,
tation
Secretary Milo D. Bryant
Karen Mikulcik, third; Reading, Laramie SimpAlexis Royallz, second; Level IV, Yancey Iluie,
chairs.
son, first, Danielle Alexander, second; Jenni
first;
McVey, third; Written Proficiency, Scott Rose,
The task force was told that volOral Proficiency — Level I, Laura Davis,
'
third; Derivatives, James Chu, third; Realia,
first, Sislene Chu, second; Level II, JamesChu,
atility
of fuel sampled in several
Michelle Clayton, first.

Murray High School students
win Foreign Language Festival

second, Shannon Hazier, third; Level III, Maylent Chu, second, Renae Rogers, third; Level
IV, James Westphal, first, Leigh Landmi,
second.
Listening Proficiency — Level HI, Scott Gordon, thud.
Wntten Proficiency — Level H, Laramie
Simpson, first, Holly Miller, third; Level III,
Connie Chan, third; Level IV, Michelle Gantt,
first.
Beall* — Games, Labe Weatherford and
Jennifer Parker, first; Other Forms, Emily
DeBoer arui Alison Burton, first; Computer
Materials, Michelle Hasty and Alison Ward,
second.
Art — Oils, Leigh Baker, second; Watercolor, Paul Cagle, first.
Construction Models — Maylene Chu and
Suelenc Chu, frrst; Molly Sims and Katherine
Oakley, second; Chris Dill and Mike Brock,
third.
French Chorus — first. Members were Holly
Brown, Kell] Massey, Yancey Iluic, April Lane,
Robin Shay, Leigh Baker, Allison Sickel, Mary
Paul Simmons, Lesis Nesbitt, Lon Ilelmich,
Randy Hansen, Chris Edwards, John Dailey,
Janie Martin, Elizabeth Thurman, Kelsey
Christopher, Don Easley, Catherine Hurt and
Andrea Rose.
French Drama — first. Members were
Yancey Iluie, Danielle Alexander, Leigh LandBelisle Rogers, Chris Edwards, Don Easley,
James Chu, Leslie Weatherford and Scott
Lyons.
French Dialogue — first. Laramie Simpson
and Mellitus Julian.
SPANISH
Oral Proficiency — Level I, Matt Lawson,
second; Level 11, Leigh Ann Caner, first, Daniel
Cohen, second; Level III, David Vaughan, second, John Kind, third; Level IV, Laura Lawson,
first, Dawn Greer, second.
Spanish Reading — Level I, Eric Nifenegger,
second; Level IV, Laramie Simpson, first.
Spanish Recitation — Level II, Jennifer Fairbanks, third; Level III, Joey Bomba, first; Level
IV, Dawn Greer, first, Beth Hall, third.
Listening Proticieney — Level I, Kelly
Krouse, first; Level W, Kaci Bolls, first, Gene
Cook, third; Level IV, results not released.

Kentucky school districts exceeded
standards set by the petroleum
industry.
Bryant said on Thursday that
every bordering state except West
Virginia regulates fuel volatility
and Kentucky has "just got to do
something to control" fuel shipped
into the state.
Deputy Agriculture Commissioner J.D. Wolf said the absence of
regulations here enables suppliers
to sell old fuel at reduced prices.
Allowable gasoline vapor pressure, for example, is 50 percent
higher in winter than in summer,
Wolf said. But when suppliers have
fuel left over from one season,
"they could sell it to our people in
Kentucky a good bit cheaper."
The Department of Agriculture's
Division of Weights and Measures
already inspects fuel pumps and
storage tanks in Kentucky at least
annually and in spme places twice
a year, Burnette said.
With additional inspectors and

Latin III — Reading, Laura Lawson, first.

Congressman
trying to fend
off the wolves
WASHINGTON (AP) — New
figures that lessen the threat Kentucky will lose a congressional seat
have not kept U.S. Rep. Jim Bunning from preparing for a battle to
retain his spot in Washington.
The 4th District congressman has
sent fund-raising letters to his fellow Republicans in three northern
Kentucky counties, saying he
would be the target of state Democrats if reapportionment after the
1990 census forces Kentucky to
lose one of its seven seats.
In his letter, Bunning urged supporters in Kenton, Campbell and
Boone counties to "help me start
my offense" by offering
contributions.
"I hope you won't cave in to the
plots and schemes of the Frankfort
Democrats who want to change our
district," he wrote.
Bunning has the least seniority
in the congressional delegation.

Exxon says spill cleanup isn't
working; issues public apology
VALDEZ, Alaska (AP) —
Exxon today apologized for the
nation's worst oil spill, and authorities said the captain of the oil
company's tanker has taken steps
to surrender to face charges of
being drunk when the vessel ran
aground.
"I want to tell you how sorry I
am that this accident took place,"
Exxon Chairman L.G. Rawl said in
full-page advertisements placed in
U.S. newspapers.
'We cannot, of course, undo
what has been done. But I can
assure you that since March 24, the

accident has been receiving our full
attention and will continue to do
so.''
The Exxon Valdez rammed a
reef on that day, spilling 10.1 million gallons of oil into Prince William Sound. Its captain, Joseph
Hazelwood, admitted drinking
before boarding the ship, according
to court documents. Blood and
urine samples taken nine hours
after the accident indicated Hazelwood was drunk.
Exxon has fired Hazelwood. An
arrest warrant has been issued in
Alaska for him, but his whereabouts were unknown Sunday.

SHRINE

RIZPAH

CIRCUS
TICKETS AVAILABLE AT
• Pier I Imports
•Murray-Calloway County
Chamber of Commerce
•Racer Oil Company
(next to Murray Theatre)

iJ

.121 Food Market
(Coldwater)

.Jr

4th & CHESTNUT • OPEN 24 HOURS

Anyone purchasing 10 gal. or more
ofgasoline between6a.m.and 7a.m.
Tuesday, April 4th will receive
ONE FREE BEGINNER'S LUCK
INSTANT LOTTERY TICKET!
...Must be 18 to participate *Starts Tues. April 4th at 6 a.m.

KENTUCKY

LOTTERY
2 Piece Mix
Dinner

Coke, RC, Pepsi

Creole
Fried
Chielsere

2
99

Marks biscuit, fries or crook net
and snail rkli salad

12 pack

109
AM

Regulu
or
Hot 'a Spicy

April 6
Thursday
at Murray
Exposition Center
10:00 A.M., 2:00 P.M.,
7:00 P.M.
mooch for Rixpoh Temple activities

an expansion of its existing laboratories, the department could perform the fuel-quality tests, he said.
The department estimated the
program would cost $2.9 million
per year. Of that, $521,000 per
year would be for personnel,
including four additional chemists,
six technicians and lab aides and
eight more field inspectors.
"Since we're already checking
the stations, and we have the chemists, we probably can do this program a lot cheaper and a heckuva lot
better (than) if you go out and start
a fresh program," Burnette said.

V-•

Diet Pills Sweeping U.S.

DoctorsInvent
'Lazy Way' to
Lose Weight
U.S. Gov't. ApprovesPatent
Claims for New Diet Pill
BEVERLY HILLS,CA (Special)—
An amazing new weight loss pill called
"fat-magnet" has recently been developed and perfected by two prominent
doctors at a world famous hospital in
Los Angeles that reportedly "guarantees- you steady fat loss and calorie
reduction by simply taking their tested
and proven new pill.
The U.S. government hasjust approved the doctors claims for a hard-to-get
patent that confirms "there has never
been anything like their fat-bonding pill
process before." It is a totally new major
scientific breakthrough and is revolutionizing the weight loss industry.
You Can "Eat Normally"
Best of all, "you can continue to
eat your favorite foods and you don't
have to change your normal eating
habits. You can start losing fat and
reduce calories from the very first day,
until you achieve the ideal weight you
desire without exercising-.
Flushes Fat Out of Body
The new pill is appropriately called
the "fat-magnet" pill because it breaks
into thousands of particles, each acting
like a tiny magnet, "attracting" and
trapping many times its size in undigested fat particles. Then,all the trapped
fat and calories are naturally"fl ushed"
right out of your body because they
cannot be absorbed.
Within 2 days you should notice a
change in the color ofyour stool caused
by the fat particles being eliminated.
"Automatically"
Fat
According to one ofthe inventors, Dr.
William Shell. heart specialist and
associate professor of medicine at
UCLA medical school, "the new fatbonding process is a "lazy way" to lose
weight because the pills alone
"automatically- reduce calories by
eliminating dietary fat. It is 100% safe
and not a drug."
The fat-magnet pills are already
sweeping the country with glowing
reports of weight loss from formerly
overweight people in all walks of life
who are now slimmer, trimmer and
more attractive again.
Now Available to the Public
If you are trying to lose 20, 50, 100
pounds or more, you can order your
supply of these "no-risk" highly successful fat-magnet pills directly from the
doctors' exclusive manufacturer only
(includes optional calorie-reduction
plan for even better results). Send $20
for a 90 pill supply(+$3 handling), or
$35fora 180pill supply(+S3haridling),
to: Fat-Magnet, 9016 Wilshire Blvd.,
Dept. WH26, Beverly Hills, CA 90211.
(Unconditional money-back guarantee if not 100% satisfied.) Visa,
MasterCard and American Express
OK.(Send card number, expire date,
and signature.) For fastest service for
credit card orders ONLY call anytime
24 hours, toll free 1(800) 527-9100,
FM
ext. WH26.
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Old habits die hard in Chicago
It's doubtful that Joseph Champlin is a
wealthy man. He's only 20 years old and
lives in the working class neighborhood of
Canaryville on the South Side of Chicago.
My guess is that he doesn't have a lot of
money to throw around.
Yet, he made a very foolish and potentially costly investment last week, If police
reports can be believed.
Champlin may have invested as much as
two years of his freedom and the price of
hiring a lawyer. All for the dubious satisfaction of being a racial bigot.
I've been unable to reach Champlin to
discuss his alleged investment. But a version of the story has been told by Larry
Bailey, 20, a Chicago mail carrier.
Bailey doesn't have a regular mail route
yet. He fills in wherever he's needed.
And last week he was needed in the
Canaryville neighborhood, which has a long
history of racial hostility.
Bailey picks up the story.
"It was the end of the day and I was
getting ready to get off and I was picking
up my bags.
All of a sudden, this blue car pulls up

and stops. I didn't pay no mind, but then
this guy jumped out with a big stick in his
hand.
"He said: 'I told you naggers about
coming around here. I'm going to show
you.:
He came at me and I took off and ran
down to the end of the block. Then I
stopped and watched him. Another carload
of guys pulled up and he talked to them.
Then they took off in different directions."
Bailey is no fool, and he's familiar with
the attitudes of some of the people who live
in that neighborhood.
Leaving the mailbags where they were,
he prudently took off on foot for the postal
station, which is only.a few blocks away.

As I was going up the street, I saw
some kids playing basketball. They started
chasing me and throwing sticks and things
at me, and calling me names. Just little
kids."
Just little kids. It would be nice if their
parents had them watch the video of the
musical "South Pacific." There's a song
about how kids have to be taught to hate.
On the other hand, their parents have
apparently taught them already.
As Bailey said: "I was surprised, especially this being election time. You'd think
everything would be cool and calm. but it's
not."
By that, Bailey meant that the incident
occurred only a few blocks from the lapme
of Richard M. Daley, a candidate in`fiest
Tuesday's mayoral election. Daley has
been trying to shed the racist stigma of his
neighborhood. I
Bailey returned to the postal station, told
his supervisor what happened, and they
drove back to pick up the bags.
When we got there, the police were
already there and they asked me to to get
in the squad car to try and find the guy."

A police department spokesman said the
cops were already' there because someone
who lived nearby saw the incident and was
decent enough to call. And they helped
identify Champlin.
Police tracked Champlin down through
his license plate number, and although he
tried to escape by running and ducking into
a building, they grabbed him.
Then he was booked on one charge of
aggravated assault. That was for menacing
Bailey with the stick and chasing him. If
found guilty on that charge, he could be
sentenced to a year in prison.
Champlin also was charged with ethnic
intimidation.
That was for combining the threat with
racial epithets. If found guilty on that
charge, he could draw another year in
prison.
Unless he pleads poverty and gets a free
public defender, he is going to have to hire
a lawyer.
Criminal lawyers don't work cheap and
most of them wisely ask for the money up
front. And if Champlin does plead poverty,
the judge might ask hisn how he can afford

to own a car if he can't afford a lawyer.
But his problems might not end there.
It is against federal laws to mess around
with a mail carrier.
The postal inspectors are also looking
into this case. And if they decide there is
sufficient evidence, they will turn it over to
the U.S. Attorney's office for prosecution in
federal court.
The average law-abiding person gets
stomach butterflies when pulled over for
running a yellow light. And going to traffic
court can bring on a case of the sweats.
So imagine how young Mr. Champlin
must be feeling, faced with the prospect of
standing trial on a truly serious rap.
Of course, Champlin is presumed innocent until found guilty.
But if Bailey's story is true, and a judge
or a jury believes him and those who
witnessed the incident, Champlin really
should add up the costs and ask himself if
being a jerk is worth it.
And if he is found guilty, I sincerely hope
a judge throws the book at him.
Really, guys like him give being white a
bad name.

Quotable Quotes...
"Eserything is clear in our friendship, in our hearts, in our soul.
The only thing left to do is to talk and we do ha‘e something to talk
about."
- Soviet leader Mikhail S. Gorbachev after arriving In Havana for talks
with Cuban leader Fidel Castro
"For a full week, Exxon has been hiring men and boats. They have
been making statements. We ha%e had all this acti‘ity, and yet
nothing is happening out there."
-- Dennis Kelso, head of Alaska's Department of Environmental Conservation. on frustrations with Exxon's cleanup of the massive oil spill in
Prince William Sound
"I was telling my wife the other day, saying 'That bridge with as
much water as we've had is a dangerous thing."
Larry Prater of Covington. Tenn., on 3 bridge over the rain-svvollen
Hat,hic River that collapsed and killed at least seven people

LOOKING BACK
By JO BURKEEN

Larry Tucker and Jerry Tucker,
sons of Mr. and Mrs. James Tuck', have received their junior memberships in the American Jersey
Cattle Club.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. • Robert Prescott.
March 27, a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Ronald Brace, March 29.
Thirty years ago
Re\ Parker. 43, and his two
daughters, Gen(!va Lynn. 8. and
NIable Louise. It. died from injuries sustained in an automobile
accident on Kentucky Highway
B:rths reported nciude a boy to
299, 1.2 miles south of Kirksey, on
M. Lou:e. Henson. March
April 1 at 7:45 p.m.
Kirk A. Pool has opened his
Twenty years ago
717-:
Sgt, 1st Cass Wesley P. office supply and sporting goods
store in a new location on the cast
serving in Phu Lam Signal
side of the court square. He has
B.:IL:lion now stationed in
been in business here for 19 years.
• :,:::narn.
Mrs. C.S. Lowry has been
Army Pi. Floyd G. Howard is
rig at Fort Sam Houston.. elected president of Delta Kappa
Gamma fraternity for Kentucky.
She is a supervising teacher of
\17 and Mrs. Curtis Overby
English at Murray Training School.
rrcd for 50 years on April
The Rev. B.R. Winchester will
be revival speaker at Hazel Baptist
Church, April 5 to 12.
Forty years ago
Dr. A.H. Titsworth will present a
clinic on "Visual Education in
Dentistry" at annual session of
Kentucky Dental Association,
Louisville, April 4. Other dentists
attending are Drs. Hugh McElrath,
F.E. Crawford, Woodfin Hutson,
A.H. Kopperud and A.D. Wallace.
More than 2,000 high school
seniors representing 69 schools in
Western Kentucky, Western Tennessee,.111inois and Missouri were
on.. the campus of Murray State
College on April 1 for the first
"senior day" held since before
World War II.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Allie McMullian and
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Robert E.
Barrow. March 30.
Prince Albert tobacco. one
pound can, is listed as selling for
79 cents in Roberts Grocery ad.

Ten years ago
Aleshia Cunningham, seventh
grader a: North Calloway Elementary: School, was winner of an
essay.. contest on "Our American
Freedom." sponsored by Zeta
Department of Murray V\'oman's
Ck
Thomas C. S.,:ruggs has been
:0 the Ei ,ard of D:rectors of
Dees Bank of Hazel.
The Res_ and Nlr. Lod Underw1H e marrie,1 for 56 years on
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Kentucky News Analysis

Everyone watching to see if Ford will run in 1991
By MARK R. CHELLGREN
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Hints by U.S. Sen. Wendell Ford
that he may be thinking about a
race for governor in 1991 cast a
long shadow across the Kentucky
political landscape.
Some of the initial reaction to
the news was that Ford was simply
furthering the rumor that comes up
every four years. It's also a relatively harmless way for him to
remind newcomers to the political
picture in Kentucky that he is a
force to be reckoned with even if
he is in Washington.
But others say there are circumstances that lend more credence to
the possibility this time.
For one, Ford will be 67 when
the next gubernatorial election is
held. Though he has come to enjoy
Washington life more than when he
first went the the nation's capitol,
Ford has always said he most
enjoyed being governor. Returning
for a final engagement would be a
fitting end to Ford's political
career.
Ford also lost his first political

campaign this year when he was
defeated for the post of majority
whip in the Senate. Though he said
he would run again in 1991 for the
job in the 102nd Congress, Ford
must wonder if California Sen.
Alan Cranston will be any easier to
beat then.
Also, Ford has privately expressed some of his displeasure with the
way things have gone in Washington recently. The national Democratic Party has taken a direction
that makes Ford uncomfortable and
the senator despairs that his party
may not regain the White House in
the foreseeable future.
Ford has demonstrated repeatedly that he is perhaps the single
most formidable Democratic political figure in the state and his mere
acknowledgement of interest is
enough to prompt some actions.
Initially, it can serve to freeze
the early organizing efforts of other
prospective candidates. Some of
the big hitters will now want to
wait and see what Ford decides
before lining up behind anyone
else.
There has been some speculation

Letter To The Editor

Volunteer month is April
Dear Editor:
Governor Wallace G. Wilkinson
has proclaimed April 1989, as Volunteer Awareness Month. Kentucky
Volunteer Awareness Month is a
month of recognition and celebration for volunteers. It's also a time
to educate everyone on volunteer
opportunities throughout the state.
Aside from the humanitarian worth
of Kentucky's Independent Sector
reports that in the United States 21
million people donate at least 5 %
of their income to charity, and 23
million people volunteer at least 5
hours a week.
Watch for your locally scheduled
Kentucky Volunteer Appreciation
Months events and show your
appreciation by participating.

I would appreciate it if you
would help Rape Victim Services
recognize our volunteers by running this information as a Community Service in your paper.
Volunteers donate many hours to
our agency making it possible to
operate without charging a fee to
our clients. I would appreciate all
that you can do for mcin recognizing Kentucky volunteers.
If you have any questions please
contact me at 442-7273. Thank you
for your time and consideration.
Sincerely yours,
Rita K. Gower
Volunteer Coordinator
Rape Victim Services
Paducah, Ky. 42001

that the reports of Ford's interest
have been spread by backers of
Lexington Mayor Scotty Bacsler in
the hope that the extra time will
give Baesler more opportunity to
get his own political ducks in a
row.
Lt. Gov. Brcreton Jones also
cannot be happy about Ford's rumblings. Jones had placed himself in
the enviable position of being able
to openly acknowledge his candidacy and act accordingly. Now he
runs the risk of having to tangle
with Ford, or at least answer Ford
questions, and the chance of getting scarred in the process.
Jones would probably be well
advised to leave Ford alone for the
time being, if for no other reason
than to eliminate the risk of offending the senator's supporters, who
would be crucial in a 1991 campaign that did not include Ford.
The reports could also influence
the immediate Senate campaign of
Republican Mitch McConnell. If

there were to be an empty Senate
seat in 1992 — some of the Democrats now pondering a campaign
against McConnell next year may
be inclined to wait for a primary —
even a crowded, expensive one —
rather than take on the incumbent.
Others who have not taken a
look at their own future could be
intrigued by a seat in the Senate.
Louisville Mayor Jerry Abramson
might fall into this category.
Other than McConnell, who is
undoubtedly watching the proceedings with interest, other Republicans may have perked up at the
news of Ford's interest.
Though their efforts have been
abysmal. in recent elections for
state office, Republicans have
shown they can win campaigns for
federal offices from Kentucky.
Republicans whose sense of political self-preservation prevented
them from taking on Ford would
likely not be so worried about a
mortal Democrat.

Today In History
Today is Monday, April 3, the 93rd day of 1989. There are 272 days
left in the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On April 3, 1860, the legendary Pony Express began service between
St. Joseph, Mo., and Sacramento, Calif. The service would last for only
VA years before giving way to the transcontinental telegraph.
On this date:
In 1964, the United States and Panama agreed to resume recently severed diplomatic relations and seek prompt settlement of the canal dispute.
In 1968, North Vietnam agreed to meet with U.S. representatives to set
up preliminary peace talks.
In 1978, "Annie Hall" won Best Picture at the Academy Awards ceremony in Los Angeles. The movie's co-star, Diane Keaton, was named
Best Actress, and Woody Allen was named Best Director. Richard Drcyfuss won Best Actor for "The Goodbye Girl."
Today's birthdays: Actor Marlon Brando is 65. Actress-singer Doris
Day is 65. Actress Miyoshi Umeki is 60. West German Chancellor Helmut Kohl is 59. Actress Marsha Mason is 47. Singer Wayne Newton is
47. Singer Tony Orlando is 45. The president of Mexico, Carlos Salinas
de Gortari, is 41. Former football player Lyle Alzado is 40. Comedianactor Eddie Murphy is 28.
Thought for today: "A real book is not one that's read, but one that
reads us." — W.H. Auden, English poet and educator (1907-1973).
— By The Associated Press
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29 farmers including
Murray agribusinessman
graduates UK program
Twenty-nine young farmers and
agri-businessmen were graduated
from the second University of Kentucky Leadership Development Program, sponsored by the College of
Agriculture and Philip Morris, USA.
Members of the class were honored
at a dinner at UK's Spindletop Hall
during the final three-day seminar of
the program. Eleven seminars were
held over the past two years. The
program also included a week-long
trip to Washington and a two-week
tour of Argentina and Brazil.
"This culminates a two-year program where they have learned leadership skills which will enable them to
represent agricultural interests," said
Randall Barnett, assistant director of
the Cooperative Extension Service
and director of the leadership program.
"It has been an intensive leadership
development program designed to
build leadership and communication
skills," he said. "It gives the young
men and women a broad exposure to
local, state, national and international
issues and provides a basis for better
understanding of how to develop
effective agricultural policies."
The program was made possible by
a $300,000 grant from Philip Morris.
Participsnts included 22 persons from
Kentu.Ay, four from Tennessee and
one each from Indiana, Ohio and
Missouri.
. Oran Little, dean of UK's College of
Agriculture, speaking at the graduation ceremonies,said."A critical need
exists to develop leadership skills of
young tobacco farmers and agribusiness people so they can better
understand and cope with today's
important and often complicated agricultural policy issues."
He added,"This program is specifically tailored for the young burley
tobacco farmer and agri-business person who desires to be on the cutting
edge of decisions that will influence
agriculture in the next decade and
beyond."
Graduates include:
Stephen C. Bailey, 34, of Harrodsburg, Ky. He is a graduate of Eastern
Kentucky University and is a fulltime farmer, raising beef cattle, hogs,
tobacco and hay on 540 acres.
Marshall G. Banta, 29, of Smithfield, Ky. Also a full-time farmer, he
raises tobacco, corn, alfalfa, rye and
cattle on 396 acres of land.
...David S. Beck,32,of Louisville. He
is a graduate of Murray State University now employed by the Kentucky
Farm Bureau as director of governmental affairs and assistant to the vice
president.
Roberti. Bedford,39,of Cynthiana,
Ky. He is a full-time owner-operator
farmer with 22 years experience. His
diversified operation includes tobacco, corn, soybeans, hay, trees,
feeder steers and cows.
Robert Bibb, Springfield, Tenn. He
is a graduate of the University of
Tennessee and now is a full-time
farmer raising wheat, soybeans, corn,
fescue and both burley and dark
tobacco.
William B. Blackford, 36, Lexington, Ky. Also a full-time farmer,
Blackford produces burley tobacco,
corn, soybeans, hay and cattle. He
also is on the board of directors of
Fayette County's Farm Bureau.
Lowell Wayne Brown, 40, of
Chuckey, Tenn. A graduate of University of Tennessee, he produces
tobacco,corn, wheat,and hay. He also
has 135 breeding hogs, 500-market
hogs and 500 feeder hogs.
James L. Caswell, 27, Carlisle, Ky.
A graduate of the University of
Kentucky, he now is the owneroperator of 500 acres on which he
grows tobacco, corn and wheat. He
also leases land on which he has a
cattle operation.
David Allen Chappell,35,of Owenton. A full-time farmer who has been
involved in tobacco for 23 years, he
also produces corn, alfalfa, hay and
cattle.
...Harold Lee Comer,28,of Mayslick,
Ky. In addition to burley tobacco,
Comer's farm partnership produces
peppers, corn and wheat as well as
cattle and sheep on his 300-acre farm.
He is a graduate of the University of
Kentucky.
G. Paul Conner, 33, of Albany, Ky.
A graduate of University of Kentucky, Conner produces tobacco,
corn, alfalfa, and vegetable crops. He
also raises cattle and sheep.
Michael Ellis, 31, of Mascot, Tenn.
A full-time diary farmer, Ellis also
raises tobacco, corn, wheat, sudan,
bean and millet. He is vice-president
of his local Dairy Herd Improvement
Association

Richard Lee Fellows, 32, of
Nabb, Ind. He received his degree
from Purdue University and is now
a full-time farmer raising hogs, farrow to finish and commercial beef
cows. He also grows 1,490 acres of
crops including tobacco, corn, popcorn, soybeans and wheat.
— Howard Joseph Foster, Gallipolis, Ohio. A graduate of Ohio State .
University, his family-operated
partnership raises corn, wheat,
brood cows and 45,000 pounds of
burley tobacco. He also operates a
farm supply service.
— Leonard Edwin (Eddie) Gilkison, 40, of Winchester, Ky. A graduate of the University of Kentucky and also of the National Agriculture Bank Management School at
Iowa State, he was a banker for 12
years and is now president of
H&CE Corp., owner of the Breakers Swim and Tennis Club and coowner of Central Insurance Agency. He also farms 586 acres.
— Williams Allen Coggin, 30,
Danville, Ky. He received his
degree from the University of Kentucky and is a full-time farmer
growing tobacco, wheat and corn.
He also has a 135 head registered
angus herd and a feeder calf
operation.
— Don Holcomb, 34, of Franklin,
Ky. A graduate of Purdue University, his farm produces barley, corn,
soybeans, wheat, rape and tobacco.
— Terry Head, 30, of Cedar Hill,
Tenn. His partnership farming
operation grows a variety of crops
including both dark fired and dark
air-cured tobacco, burley tobacco,
corn soybeans, wheat and hay. He
also finishes hogs and has a cowcalf operation.
— Ellen M. Hillenmeyer, 24, Maysville, Ky. Employed by Parker
Tobacco Co., she received her
degree from the University of Kentucky. She is her company's representative to the Kentucky Commerce Cabinet Regional Economic
Development Forums.
— Mary Ann Hornback, 26, Shelbyville, Ky. She is a full-time farmer in a partnership operation. She
grows a variety of crops including
tobacco, corn and wheat as well as
holstein steers, beef cows and
calves.
— Michael Mattingly, 36, Lebanon, Ky. A graduate of the University of Kentucky, he now has a
full-time farming operation where
he grows alfalfa, corn, clover,
tobacco and small grains as well as
holstein cows and heifers. He also
is a partner in an artificial insemination business.
— John S. Medley, Jr., 31, Springfield, Ky. In partnership with his
father on the family farm, Medley
grows tobacco, corn, hay and
wheat while also raising hogs and
cattle.
— Richard Dale Moser, 39, Weston, Mo. He is a full-time farmer
producing tobacco, hay and cattle
in northwest Missouri. He has been
an active member of the U.S. Air
Force and Air Force Reserve.
— Mark Paschall, 32, of Murray,
Ky. A full-time farmer, he grows
corn, popcorn, wheat, soybeans,
hay and tobacco. He also is a state
officer in the Kentucky Young Farmers Association.
— Thomas Porter, 33, Madisonville, Ky. He received his degree
from the University of Kentucky.
he, with his father, raises corn and
tobacco on 650 acres.
— David Rowlett, 38, Carrollton, Ky. Rowlett is a part-time farmer who also is employed as chief
machanic for Kentucky Utilities.
He grows tobacco, corn, soybeans,
hay, sweet corn, strawberries and
blackberries/raspberries. He also
has a cattle operation.
— David Alexander (Alec) Russell, 32, Danville, Ky. A graduate
of the University of Kentucky, he
raises beef steers and also has a
cow/calf operation. He also grows
hay and tobacco and is vice president of Farmers National Bank of
Danville.
— Russell (Rusty) Thompson,
27, Versailles, Ky. A graduate of
the University of Kentucky, his
farming operation includes tobacco,
corn, soybeans, alfalfa, timothy.
wheat, and hay. he also has a cattle
operation.
Alvin Tingle, 40, Eminence, Ky.
A graduate of the University of
Kentucky, he grows tobacco, corn,
wheat, and hay. He also raises
hogs, sheep, beef cattle and background feeders.
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M. Randall Wood, soil conservationist with the Soil Conservation Service in Murray, has been transfered to Flemingsburg. The transfer
took effect March 26. Wood assisted the Murray staff in conservation
planning activities from approximately two-ind-one-half years.

MSU Agriculture Dept.
holds awards banquet
Several students in the Department of Agriculture at Murray
State University received honors at
the annual awards banquet Monday
evening, March 27.
Glen Foreman, general manager
of Seaboard Farms of Kentucky,
was the guest speaker for the banquet program . Stacey Fowler of
Eddyville, chancellor of Alpha
Zeta honorary agricultural society,
presided.
Students recognized were:
Gregg Mayberry, Bernie, Mo.,
graduating senior, Outstanding Student in Agriculture and Outstanding Student in Agribusiness.
Patrick Wheatley, Hawesville
graduating senior, chairman's
Leadership Award, Outstanding
Member of Alpha Zeta and Outstanding Student in Horticulture.
William J. Penick, Guthrie gra-

Yams by any other name aren't potatoes
WASHINGTON (AP) — If
Popcye had been a sweet potato, he
wouldn't have dared say, "I yam
what I yam and that's all I yam"
around certain people in the Agriculture Department.
"Sweet potatoes and yams come
from different biological and geographical origins," says USDA
economist Amy Allred. "However,
the darker varieties of sweet potatoes are often erroneously called
yams."
In fact, the United States produces virtually no yams of its own.
Sweet potatoes, yes, around 12 million handrclweight a year, or
roughly 545,000 metric tons.
But that's far down the world's
production list, with global output
in 1987 at nearly 133 million tons.
China is the biggest producer at
113 million tons.
Yam production is much smaller
at about 24 million tons, with most
grown in Africa. Nigeria, with a
1987 production of 16 million tons,
is the leading producer.
Allred says in a report by the
department's Economic Research
Service that sweet potatoes have
been cultivated since prehistoric
times in two widely separated parts
of the world, tropical America and
the South Pacific islands.
Early artifacts show yams were
used for food in West Africa prior
to 50,000 B.C, and have been
grown in Southeast Asia since
3,000 B.C.
Allred was amused when the
label from a supermarket can of
"yams" was read to her in a telephone interview. The label said
yams in large letters, with "sweet
potatoes" in finer print.
"Traditionally, people call them

FARM
SCENE
By Don Kendall
AP Writer
yams," she said. "It's pretty
common."
But somewhere along the line,
the yam-sweet potato question was
settled partly, at least, in North
Carolina, the leading U.S. producer. It is now the North Carolina
Sweetpotato Commission, with no
mention of yams in the official
title.
North Carolina produced 4.59
million hundredweight of sweet
potatoes last year, followed at a
distance by Louisiana, 2.47 million, and California, 1.31 million
Other commercial sweet potato
states include Alabama, Georgia,
Maryland, Mississippi, New Jersey,
South Carolina, Tennessee, Texas
and Virginia.
Allred's report included further
information about the differences
between sweet potatoes and yams:
—There are a thousand species
of sweet potato, which has a twoleafed embryo and thus is called a
dicot. It also is a member of the
morning-glory family. The flesh
varies from nearly white to almost
orange in color.
—In the United States, per capita
sweet potato consumption reached
a high of 6.4 pounds in 1982. Comparatively, Americans eat an average of about 119 pounds of regular
potatoes annually, measured on the
basis of farm weight.

Corn exports to U.S.S.R. increase
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Agriculture Department says private exporters have sold the Soviet
Union an additional 450,000 metric
tons of U.S. corn, the second big
purchase this week.
The department said that delivery is planned for the current marketing year, which will end Aug. 31.
An order for 550 million tons of
corn was reported.
Officials said the latest sales

—Most domestic use of sweet
potatoes is in candied or baked dishes, but they are also used in puddings, pies and even ice cream. The
industry in recent years has promoted new product.s, including fri
fried sweet potatoes.
—Yams have one-leafed
embryos and are called monocots.
They can be prepared in the same
way as sweet potatoes. Most are
consumed in the countries that produce them, often turned into flour
and then into various staple dishes
Yams also are a source of a steroid
compound used as a base in cortisone and hormonal drugs.

duating senior, Outstanding Student in Agribusiness..
Linda Perry, Springville, Tenn
senior, and Andrea Collins, Roanoke, Va., graduating senior, for
mcrly of Benton, Outstanding Stu
dents in Animal Health
Technology.
Jeffrey Stewart, Fulgham gra
duating senior, Outstanding Stu
dent in Animal Science.
Todd Bell, Murray senior, for
merly of East Prairie, Mo., Out
standing Student in Agricultura:
Mechanics.
Lisa Clifton, Jackson, Mo.
senior, Outstanding Student ir
Equine Science.
Connie Clark Gray, Cadiz graduating senior, Outstanding Stu
dent in Agricultural Education.
Susan Tamburello, Mayfield
Heights, Ohio, December graduate.
Outstanding Senior in Agronomy.
David Winings, Murray freshman, and Angela Shouse, Conover,
Ohio, junior, Outstanding Cowboy
and Cowgirl of the Rodeo Club,
Mark Priggel, Portageville, Mo.,
senior, Outstanding member of
Alpha Gamma Rho fraternity.
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Call Gene
753-2617

Treated Cross Tios
435 4343 Bob Kemp
or
435 4319 Boh Kemp Jr

Bi-State Grain
Puryear Tn.
901-247-5307
See
Noby Carraway or
H. G. Bucy
Seeds & Service
Second To None
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NORTHRUP KING

brought total corn sold to the
Soviets for 1988-89 to almost 11.2
million tons. Additionally, sales
include 4 million tons of wheat,
450.000 tons of soybeans, 1.4 million tons of soybean meal, and
507,400 tons of grain sorghum.
A metric ton is about 2,205
pounds and is equal to 39.4 bustrls
of corn or 36.7 bushels of wheat or
soybeans. The 450,000 tons of corn
would be about 17.7 million
bushels.
Hey Henry, Where've you been? The campaign posters
are sprouting now like dandelions in the lawn.

ATTENTION

Been out on the counry roads.'Talking with the people.
Hearing what they haw to say.
Oh? Problems in the county roads?
Water damage. flooding. Washouts. Gullies. Clogged
drains.

No-Till CORN FARMER:

Any bright, new ,ide

• Early Applied Bicep® or
• Prelude/Atrazine
Come by or call your friends at
Hutson's and let them explain
the options!

,••

dealing with this problem?

Old idea. Been around a long time. Called ditching.
Ditching? That simple? Are you serious?
Use a grader blade to dig a ditch along each side of the
road. Water runs off the road into the ditch and away to
the nearest creek.

•
: •.
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. ••
.• . •
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I'm surprised nobody's thought of that. But what if the
ditch gets clogged with trash, brush and weeds?
Got to clean out all that mess and clear the clogged
culverts too. So the water will flow through them, not
around them_
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•
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I $e what you mean. Water flows downhill.

204 N. Railroad Ave.
753-1933

Hazel, Ky
498-8142

RIGHT. Unless U's dammed up!
Campaigning for a Cleaner Calloway County?
With Better roads.
You're learning. Henry. You'll make a good magistrate.
Vote for me.

1 will.
Paid for by the candidate.
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Anniversary reception to be Sunday

Women urged to have mammograms
t
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III," an informational seminar for
women who have had breast
cancer, those at risk and for others
who care in Lexington on April 15.
The day-long program will feature Nancy Brinker of Dallas, a
breast-cancer victim who is a member of the National Cancer Adviserr-4km* prraentations on treat1.7f-evrry WOMIT hartng
ment options and breast reconstrucregular checkups with a mammotion; and discussion of the
gram included. Women should
emotional issues facing women and
,..heck with their doctor or clinic for
men.
this service. Information about the
According to the American
Woman to Woman III seminar can
Cancer Society, there will be an
he obtained by calling
estimated 142,900 casts of breast
(106-233-6545, 606-'2.53-2822 or
cancer in the United States during
I -800-4-CANCER.
1989. About one out of 10 women
By MIKE EMBRY
will develop the disease during her
Associated Press Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
life.
Breast cancer will be responsible
Tb.ree years ago, Nancy Gillespie
for an estimated 43,300 deaths,
:ell strong and invincible.
As the wife of a doctor and a
including 300 males, this year. the
mother of three small children, ACS reports. It ranks second to
there weren't enough hours in the
lung cancer in cancer deaths among
Jay for her active lifestyle. If she
women.
wasn't hauling the children around
The ACS predicts that there will
to various activities, she would
be 2,100 new cases of breast
help in her husband's office in
cancer in Kentucky in 1989, and
Richmond.
650 deaths.
She also managed to find time to
"We want to let women know
nelly dance, an activity she jokingthere is support out there," said
refers to as "Middle East
Arlaync Francis. 52, one of the
dancing.**
moderators. She had a modified
But her life took 3 dramatic turn
radical mastectomy 10 years ago.
:ollov.ino a medical checkup for a
Mrs. Francis. of Richmond, had
c her breast. Mrs. Gillespie
l..rnp in'
a recurrence of cancer in her ster.t.ougin she had a benign cyst, a num and spine six years ago. but it
common condition known as
hasn't spread into the bone
"70%:. 1!‘: disease.
marrow.
1: tt.rned out to he cancer.
She wears a pin on her coat that
"I felt I was too young," she, says, "Attitude,— and a contagious
said. "I didn't feel the need to smile on her face that tells of the
t:ecis my 'breasts Monthly I
positive outlook she carries through
••
cancer) was an older life.
nIman's disease.''
"You cry yourself to slexp when
Mrs. Gillespie. now 35. had a
you first hear that you haxe
mastectomy. She under- cancer." she said. "Then you realThernotherapy. causing her to ize it won't do you any good.
....rrporari!y lose her hair. But she
There is still so much to live for.**
d -',17.'t lose her zest for life.
Doris Rosenbaum, 48, had a
"I think my husband and I live
bilateral mastectomy seven years
with the attitude. 'tor now, not the
ago. and recently completed reconfut.are,— she said. "It's brought us structive surgery in Atlanta.
'7 contact with, nev. hobbies. We're
"I have a good support system
to lie for now I've also at home," said Mrs. Rosenbaum,
:7\
.earned to take time for myself —
whose husband is the chief of
to take dare of myself."
radiology at the University of KcnLast August Mrs. Gillespie gave
Jp helly dancing. but only after she
But1cr tclitn red
broke a vertebra and pelvis after
thrown from a horse.
I v.,17.ted to show that
"f
rain my.

Editor's note: This article con,:erns every woman in the area.
state and nation. The Murray
Woman's Club, the Calloway
County Homemakers Council and
Miirray Business and Professional
Women are just three of the local
groups promoting and stressing the

lucky Chandler Medical Center.
"But cancer really hit me two to
three weeks after the fact rather
than the Initial shock.
"Many women think they are
healthy. They're active, work and
cat low-fat diets. Then all of the
sudden they get this life threatening illness."
All three women are members of
the Thursday Group in Lexington,
one of the sponsors of the seminar
along with the ACS, McDowell
Cancer Network and- the Markey
Cancer Center at the university.
The Thursday Group, started in
1975 by three women who had
mastectomies. meets once a month
and provides an open forum for
about 120 breast-cancer survivors.
"That's neat to know," said
Mrs. Gillespie. "I know someone
who beat it. Maybe my chances
aren't great, but at least I've got a
chance."
Last month, Mrs. Gillespie found
solace from the group after one of
her close friends died of breast
cancer.
"I needed to talk with somone
about it," she said. "It's one of
those things people try to understand, hut can't until you've been
there.**
And Mrs. Francis added: "We
need each other."

m7s. Gillespie will be one of the
T.irt'e:har.ts :7 "Woman to Woman

,
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Mr. and Mrs. James Gilbert of
Rt. 2, Murray, will celebrate their
golden wedding anniversary on
Sunday. April 9.
The event, hosted by their children and grandchildren, will be from
2 to 4 p.m. in the Fellowship Hall
of Flint Baptist Church.
All rcleatives and friends are
invited to attend.
Mr. and Mrs. Gilbert were married April 9, 1939, by the late Rev.
L.D. Wilson. Their attendants were
Virginia Calhoun and the late Rastus Calhoun.
Mrs. Gilbert, the former Grace
Jackson, is the daughter of the late
Author Jackson and Ellie Darnall
Jackson.
Mr. Gilbert, a retired farmer, is
the son of the late W.E. Gilbert and
Inez Guthrie Gilbert.
They have one son, Larry Gilbert
who is married to the former Joan
Riley of Murray; and two grandchildren, Mrs. Valerie Curd and her
husband, Joe Dale, of Hazel, and
Gregory Gilbert of Murray.

Mr. and Mrs. James Gilbert

DATEBOOK
Senior tour is scheduled
Cindy Griffith of Mayfield Senior Citizens has planned a trip to Branson, Mo.. and Eureka Springs, Ark., for June 13-15. This will be for three
Jay and two nights and the cost includes hotel accommodations, transportation. tickets to the "Great Passion Play" and buffet dinner and show
!...alanng Conway Twitty. The cost will be $159 per person. For more
7!o7771anon call Griffith at 1-247-2566.

North Fork plans revival
Baptist Church will have revival services starting Wednesand continuing through Sunday, April 9. Speakers will be
ki,nri:e McClure, Monday, Thomas Winchester, Thursday, Kenneth
Roberts. Friday, Lynn King, Saturday, and the pastor, the Rev. Malcolm
Norton. Sunday. Services will be at 7 p.m., Wednesday through Saturday,
and at 11 a.m. and 7 p.m. Sunday. Special singing will be presented at
each service. The public is invited to attend, a church spokesman said.

North Fork
day. April 5.

Eastzvood lists honor roll
Eastwood Christian Academy
has released a list of honor roll students for the third nine weeks'
grading period As follows:
All As
First grade • Sarah Letterman
.tr.d Matthew Todd:
Second grade -- Emily Cutini;
I itird grade ----- Kyle Conley;

I ,,intinued to
a7d go on with it. I did some
best, work after the

P

Seventh grade — Chris Tucker,
All As and Bs
First grade — Jacob VanWaters;
Second grade — Josh Harrell,
Joshua VanWaters and Robert
Rutledge;
Third grade — Jesse Letterman,
Ben Todd and Jacob Toney.

LBL tour to be Thursday

T'tearres

753-3314

•

Chasity Butler, 15, Benton, is
appearing in 'Teen Magazine's
April issue as a "Great Model
Search" regional semifinalist. If
Butler continues to advance in
the year-long program, she could
become the next in a long line of
models who have launched their
careers on the magazine cover. In
addition to an appearance on the
cmer, the winner of the model
search will receive $10,000 in
cash and modeling contracts
from Maybelline and The Gillette
Company.

Spring Break Matinees
Today Thru Sun.
-All Seats $2.50
LEAN OH
ME Pc, 11,
1 30 340,
7.00, 9.10

C 444,4
F LE TC H
UVES
1.30, 3.29,
70. 990

WHO FRAMED
ROGER RABBIT
fec,
110:320

CNA ICES
ARE (PG)
7,0, 0:15

Rent

The IVIipv,r•
-10 pm

Your Movies Al
a m

Open 11

The Garden Department of the
Murray. Woman's Club will meet
hursday. April 6, at 9:30 a.m. in
the parking lot of the club house.
The group will pool cars and
.cave from the club house at 9:45
a.m. for their annual field trip to
t:te Land Between the Lakes.
Included on the schedule will be
,t.nch and a short business meeting
at Patty's Restaurant at Grand
Rivers.
At the February meeting Jo Cleta
,.:iams presented a slide program
"Travel to Washington. D.C."
rc read a poem. "Life Is," and a

discussion on the nation's capital
followed.
Janet Wallis read the thought for
the day. Hosteses were Hazel
Matthai, Modelle Miller, Rosanna
Miller and Anna Mae Owen.
The annual luncheon and card
party was held at the March meeting with 128 ladies attending. Mrs.
Williams, chairman, read a poem
she had written entitled "Peace of
Mind." This annual event is to
raise funds for a scholarship given
by the department and for other
civic projects.

One Less Detail
You'll Have To
Iron OutToday.

Your Video Headquarters

* Spring Break Special *
Thursday

(Nintendo)

990

,
a

H. Eddie Roberts Jr. Post 6291 of Veterans of Foreign Wars will have
an all day political speaking picnic at Hazel Community' Center and Park
on Saturday, May 13. Barbecue will be served as plate lunches or sandwiches. At 10 a.m. Frosty Miller who.will donate his time will auction items
donated by local businesses. A live band will provide music. Arts and
crafts will be featured. All candidates for local office arc invited to speak
to give their positions in the coming election. Congressman Carroll Hubbard will be present. "Any funds from this project will be spent locally in
support of Veterans of all Wars," said Post Commander Leonnd Brown.

Health Express lists schedule
Health Express of Murray-CalloWay County' Hospital will be at local
and area places on Tuesday, Wednesday' and Thursday, April 4, 5, and 6.
Blood pressure, pulse and two hour blood sugar screenings will be available at all of its stops during April. Also a Stool for Occult Blood Screening Kit will be available for $4 each. On Tuesday', the express will be at
Rainey's Grocery in the Jones Mills area from 9 to 11 a.m. and at Uncle
Willie's.Grocery at Midway from 1 to 3 p.m. On Wednesday the express
will be at Piggly,Viggly, Murray, from 9 to 11:30 a.m. and 1 to 3 p.m.
On Thursday tWexpress will be at Bank of Fancy' Farm from 9 to 11 a.m.
and at Reisner's Grocery, Lowes, from 12:30 to 2:30 p.m.

Free tax service on Tuesday
Louis Douthitt will be at the Senior Citizens' office at St. John's Episcopal Church, Main and Broach Streets, on Tuesday, April 4, and April
11, from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. He will assist all senior citizens, 55 or older, as
well as disabled persons of any age, who need assistance in making out
their tax returns. There will be no charge for this service by Mr. Douthitt,
a retired accountant and insurance agent, who moved here with his wife in
early January. Each one should bring all necessary papers and tax forms.
To make an appointment call the office, 753-0929.

Goshen UMW plans meeting
The Goshen United Methodist Church Women will meet Wednesday,
April 5, at 7 p.m. at the church, located on Highway 121 North at Highway 299 at Stella. All members and interested women are invited to
attend, a church spokesman said.

URIC

Michael K. Hendon has been promoted to lieutenant commander with
the United States Navy. He is with the U.S. Navy Intelligence at Camp
Smith, Honolulu, Hawaii. A graduate of Murray High School and Murray
State University, Hendon entered the service in 1980. He and his wife,
Patricia, have one daughter, Caitlin. He is the son of Col. and Mrs. Gene
Hendon of Ocean Springs, Miss., and the grandson of Mrs. Dwight Crisp
and the late Mr. Crisp and of the late Mr. and Mrs. Carnie Hendon, all of
Murray.

BOONE'S CLEANERS
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2 Piece
Suits

Good thru April 5

1985 S15 Jimmy 4x4
28,xxx Actual Miles!! Sierra Classic. Loaded with
options. 2 tone blue/silver.
Certified Mileage - Owner History

McNutt Motor Sales,'Inc.
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VFW Post plans event May 13

shirts
prefer folded rir on hangers

$9.95
RENTAL SALES

Dr. Harry Conley will speak at meeting of Singles Organizational Society' on Tuesday, April 4, at 7 p.m. at Chamber of Commerce building. He
will talk about "Environmental Issues of Our Area" with emphasis on
radon gas, acid rain, Kentucky Lake ecology and the greenhouse effect.
"This will be a vital and informative program that you won't want to
miss," according to an SOS spokesman. For more information call Pamela
at 753-7638 or Jeanne at 753-0224.
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The Oaks Country Club will have a work day on Saturday. April 8.
This will follow a "Breakfast For All" from 7:30 to 8:30 a.m. at the club
house. Hosts will be Delmer and Burlene Brewer, David and Kathryn
Wright, and J.P. and Laura Parker. All club members are urged to attend,
a club spokesman said.

Hendon promoted by Navy

Murray Rental & Sales
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Community events listed

mes

day
40

Monday, April 3
Murray Lodge No. 105 Free and
Accepted Masons will meet at 7:30
p.m. at lodge hall on Flighway 121
North, Coldwater Road.
Murray-Calloway Camera Club
will meet at 7 p.m. at home of Mr.
and Mrs. Larrie Clark, 811 Sha-Wa
Circle.
AA and Al-Anon will bave
closed meetings at 8 p.m. at
Masonic Lodge, Benton. For information call 759-4059 or 753-7663.
Parents Anonymous will meet at
6 p.m. For information call
753-0082.
Bible Class (nondenominational)
will be at 7 p.m. at New Life
Christian Center, north side of
courtsquare in downtown Murray.
Murray Seventh-day Adventist
Church will have its Daniel seminar at 7 p.m. at church.
The William D. Presson Lecture
Series will present a lecture on
"Leisure—and Aging" by Nancy
Osgood, Medical College of Virginia, at 7 p.m. in Mason Hall auditorium, Murray State University.
Admission is free.

rt

Minority Career Information Day
will be at 7 p.m. in Barkley Room
of Curris Center, Murray State
University. Admission is free. For
information call 762-6836.
Tommy Blaze, comedian, will
perform at 7:30 p.m. in Curris Center Stables, Murray State University. Admission is free.

lay, April 8.
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Events at Memorial Baptist
Church will include Deacons meeting at 7 p.m. and Puppet Practice at
7:30 m.
Louie Moon Group of First Baptist Church Women will meet at 7
p.m. at home of Pauline McCoy.
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Western Kentucky Post-Partum
Depression Support Group will
meet at 7 p.m. at Benton Church of
Christ Educational building. For
information call 1-527-1935.
Girls Softball Association will
meet at 7 p.m. at University Branch
of the Bank of Murray.
Tuesday, April 4
Group II of Christian Women's
Fellowship will meet at 1:30 p.m.
in the home of Lenore Moore, 110
Williams St.
Events at Memorial Baptist
Church will include Staff meeting
at 10:30 a.m. and Handbells at 11
a.m.
Ladies Study Group of University Church of Christ will meet at 7
p.m. in fellowship hall of church.
First United Methodist Church
Women will meet at 10:30 a.m. at
church with UMW Executive Committee to meet at 9 a.m. and social
hour at at 10 a.m.
Trustees of First United Methodist Church will meet at 12 noon at
Pagliai's.
Events at First Baptist Church
will include Mothers' Day Out and
WMU general meeting at 9:30
a.m.; Exercise Class at 10:45 a.m.;
CARE at 6:30 p.m.
Groups of First Baptist Church
Women will meet as follows: Dorothy Group at 11 a.m. in Fellowship Hall of church; Kathleen Jones
with Leone Travis at 2 p.m.; Bea
Walker with Sue Darnell at 7:30
p.m.

Jackson Purchase Doll Club will
meet at 11:30 a.m. at Sirloin
Stockade.
Alcoholics Anonymous will
meet at 8 p.m. at American Legion
Building, South Sixth and Maple
Streets.
Murray Moose Lodge will meet
at 8 p.m. with officers to meet at 7
p.m. Voting for officers will be
from 3:30 to 7 p.m.
Health Express of MurrayCalloway County Hospital will be
at Rainey's Grocery in Jones Mills
Area from 9 to 11 a.m. and at
Uncle Willie's Grocery at Midway
from 1 to 3 p.m. Blood pressure,
pulse and two-hour blood sugar
screenings will be offered.
Murray TOPS (take off pounds
sensibly) Club will meet at 7 p.m.
at Southside Manor Community
Room, Glendale Road. For information call 753-9303.
Senior voice recital by Phil Garrett will be at 6:45 p.m. and senior
flute recital by Gretta Shepard will
be at 8 p.m. at Farrell Recital Hall,
Doyle Fine Arts Center, Murray
State University. Admission is free.
The GED test will be administered at 8 a.m. in Counseling and
Testing Center, Ordway Hall, Murray State University. For information call 762-6851.
Blood Drive will be from 10
a.m. to 5 p.m. in Curris Center
Ballroom, Murray State University.
Delta Epsilon Chapter of Sigma
Theta Tau International Honor Society in Nursing Research Evening
will be from 6:30 to 8:30 p.m. in
Mason Hall Nursing building, Murray State University.
Support group for Weight Control will meet at 5 p.m. in Counseling and Testing Center, Ordway
Hall, Murray State University.
Events in Land Between the
Lakes will include Plowing from
10 a.m. to 4 p.m. and Iron Industry
at 10:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m. at
Homeplace-1850.
Senior citizens' activities will be
at 9:30 a.m. at Dexter Center; from
10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at Hazel and Willis Centers; from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
at Ellis Center.
Free tax service to senior citizens and disabled persons will be
given free by Louis Douthitt from
9 a.m. to 3 p.m. at Senior Citizens'
office, Main and Broach Streets.
For an appointment call 753-0929.
Bingo, sponsored by Knights of
Columbus, will be played at 7 p.m.
in Parrish Center of St. Leo's
Catholic Church.
Wednesday, April 5
Goshen United Methodist
Church Women will meet at 7 p.m.
at church.
Hazel and Willis Centers will be
open from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for
activities by senior citizens.
Special program on "Legal Concerns of Women" will be at 10 a.m.
at Calloway County Public Library.
This is sponsored by County
Extension Service. For information
call 753-1452.
Ladies' day bridge with Melva
Hatcher as hostess will be played at
9:30 a.m. at Oaks Country Club.
Health
Calloway
at Piggly
a.m. and

German Shepherd Dog Club of
Western Kentucky will meet at 8
p.m. in Annex of Calloway Public
Library. For information call
436-2858.

Support groups for Adult Children of Alcoholics will be from 12
to 1:30 p.m. and for Seniors Caring
and Sharing from 2 to 3 p.m. at
Charter Counseling Center. For
information call 753-8494.

Community Improvement Volunteers will meet. at 4:30 p.m. at
Chamber of Commerce building.

700 Math

Calloway County Genealogical
Society will meet at 4 p.m. at Calloway Public Library.

The Singles Organizational Society will meet at 7 p.m. at Chamber
of Commerce building. For information call Pamela at 753-7638 or
Jeanne at 753-0224.

PAWS (pets are wonderful society) will meet at 10:30 a.m. at Calloway Public Library.

ied with

Tuesday, April 4

Express of MurrayCounty Hospital will be
Wiggly from 9 to 11:30
1 to 3 p.m.

The GED test will be administered at 10 a.m. in the Counseling
and Testing Center, Ordway Hall,
Murray State University. For information call 762-6851.

Kentucky Barkley Bass 'n Gals
Club will meet at 7 p.m. at Louie's
Steak House.

A blood drive will be from 10
a.m. to 5 p.m. in Curris Center
ballroom at Murray State
University.

Free blood pressure checks will
be given from 12 noon to 2 p.m. at
Murray Seventh-day Adventist
Church.

Murray State University Breds
will play a baseball game with
Memphis State at new Reagan
Field.

Wednesday, April 5
Student art exhibit by M.A
degree candidate Martin Welch
will be today through April 17 at
Clara M. Eagle Gallery, Doyle Fine
Arts Center, Murray State University. Admission is free.
Selected works by Department of
Art faculty at Murray State University will be on exhibit in Curris
Center Gallery, MSU. Admission is
free.
Events in Land Between the
Lakes will include Plowing from
10 a.m. to 4 p.m. and Iron Industry
at 10:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m. at
Homeplace-1850.
RCIA will meet at 7:45 p.m. in
Gleason Hall, St. Leo's Catholic
Church.
Events at Memorial Baptist
Church will include Prayer meeting, GAs, RAs, Youth Bible Study
and Sanctuary Choir at 7 p.m.
Events at
Church will
Bible Study,
sion Friends

Elm Grove Baptist
include Mid-week
RAs, GAs and Misat 7 p.m.

Events at First United Methodist
Church will include Covenant
Prayer Group at 10 a.m. and
Wesley Foundation Lunch at 11:30
a.m.
Events at First Baptist Church
will include Bible Study at 9:45
a.m.; Exercise Class at 10:45 a.m.;
Fellowship supper at 5:30 p.m.;
prayer meeting and Klaymata fellowship at 6:30 p.m.; Beginner's
Sign Language Class at 7:30 p.m.;
Sanctuary Choir at 7:45 p.m.
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'Justice' Seems
Miscarried In Illinois
Manslaughter Case
By Abigail Van Buren

DEAR ABBY: What in God's
name is happening to this world? I
just read in the newspaper that a 32year-old man in East Dubuque, 111,.
was convicted of strangling his wife
during an argument. He killed her
in the presence of their two daughters, who were H and 10 years old at
the time.
He was originally charged with
murder. However, after the court
ruled that the daughters were too
young to testify, the charge was
reduced to voluntary manslaughter.
He served 20 months of the four-year
sentence and was released. Fourteen
months later, the Illinois Appellate
Court in Elgin gave him custody of
his two daughters, who are now 10
and 12!
I am hoping that you will print
this in order to generate a response
from the general public protesting
the court's decision. Thank you.
HORRIFIED IN ST. PAUL

ran to a neighbor who called the
police. The little girl was found
crying under a bed with several
knife wounds in her back."
Item No. 2: "A 28-year-old
mother was charged with murder when her 3-year-old son was
found by his father) hanging
from his neck on a rope from a
bedroom rafter in the family
home."
Obviously, perpetrators of
such violent crimes are mentally ill. Yet, our mental health
clinics are closing left and right
because our government says
they have to cut public spending
"somewhere."
God help us!
DEAR ABBY: III! I am an IsvearAd lather who needs some
advice. Six months ago my PXgirlfriend and I had a baby boy
together, but that's not the problem.
When she was seven months into
her pregnancy, we broke up permanently' and I started seeing
someone else. Well, this "someone
else" and I had sex and now she's
pregnant. I want no part of this. I
don't love her and never did. She
was just another girl, and I want to
forget that this ever happened.
Here's my question: How can I
live a normal life without this
someone else andher family bothering me? I've got a beautiful 6month-old son now, and I'm going
for custody because his mother has
proven herself unfit to raise him.
What should I do?
CS. IN OREGON

DEAR HORRIFIED: I am
equally horrified — as I am sure
others are. Something appears
to be drastically wrong with our
judicial system. This kind of
"justice" sends a sad message to
society.
But perhaps we are living in a
sick society: This morning's
newspaper reported two items
that were enough to cause one
to lose his or her breakfast.
Item No. 1: "A West Covina,
Calif., woman was arrested
after she allegedly stabbed her
7-year-old son and 6-year-old
daughter with a kitchen knife.
The boy escaped through a
bathroom window after being
DEAR C.S.: Whoa — back up.
stabbed at least 10 times. He You say you got a girl pregnant,

and now you want no part of it;
you want to forget it ever happened. You must be kidding.
Sorry, young fellow, even if
you feel no moral obligation for
any child ydu father, you have a
legal obligation to support that
child.
I suggest you see a lawyer.
And I hope you can come up
with all the money you'll need
to handle the financial responsibility of supporting these
children until they are adults.
You'd better develop a conscience and a sense of responsibility soon, or your son will
become a man before you do.
DEAR ABBY: Thank you for your
continued stand against using live
animals in research. As you and
some of your readers have expressed,
a great deal of this research is duplicative, useless and just plain cruel.
Our money could be far better spent
on the research alternatives already
available, and developing yet more.
1.0's hope it won't be long before
animal research is seen as being as
barbaric and backward as slavery.
LYN ROSEN SPRINGUT,
ROCHESTER, N.Y.
DEAR LYN: I am well aware
that there are areas of medical
research where, for the sake of
mankind,the use of live animals
is absolutely necessary, and I
have no quarrel with that,
provided there is no other alternative and the animals are
treated humanely.
But I abhor the use of live
animals to test cosmetics and
household products.

'Dairylicious Recipe Contest' is planned
The American Dairy Association
of Kentucky is sponsoring its
fourth annual "Dairylicious Recipe
Contest," with first prize receiving
$500 and a chance to participate in
the regional finals.
The state winner will receive a
trip to Savannah, Ga., to compete
for the $5,000 regional grand prize.
Dessert pies will be the category
for this year's competition. All
recipes submitted must be for a
dessert pie which can be prepared
and ready to serve within a 21/2
hour time frame.
At least three Real dairy products such as milk, cream half-andhalf, sour cream, cheese yogurt, ice
cream, etc., must be used in the
recipe. Ready made ("store
bought") pie crusts are acceptable.
Entries must be sent to the individual's county extension office.
Interested individuals should contact their local extension office for
details on the contests in their area.
The local extension office is in the
Miller Courthouse Annex, telephone 753-1452 or 753-1456.
Each entry should be printed or
typed on a single sheet of paper
with your name, address and telephone number in the lower lefthand corner. Standard measurements and complete directions for
preparation are required.
Judging in all contests, county,
area, state and regional, will be
uniform using the same rules and
regulations for each. Points will be

awarded in four categories: originality, taste, appearance and ease
of preparation.
You may enter as many times as
you like, but each entry must be
submitted separately.
To receive a copy of the corn-

plete contest rules for the "Dairylicious Recipe Contest," contact
your local county extenion office,
phone 753-1452 or 753-1456.
American Dairy Association of
Kentucky is a member of Southeast

United Dairy Industry Association.
For more information contact:
American Dairy Association of
Kentucky, 3901 Atkinson Dr.,
Suite 115, Louisville, Ky. 40218,
phone 1-451-3328.

What is causing her symptoms?
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR. GOTT: Our sister is dying before our eyes. She's lost 30
pounds, is covered with lumps, is going blind and can't stand any light.
She's had every test imaginable and
has been examined by 30 doctors at a
research hospital. She does have
sprue and has had Valley Fever but
the doctors can't figure out what's
wrong. Can you help?
DEAR READER: I would be presumptuous to second-guess the army
of qualified physicians who have examined your sister and meticulously
analyzed her many tests. However. I
have three comments.
First, Acquired Immune Deficiency
Syndrome is rapidly becoming more
than a national health problem, it is
on its way to being a 20th-century,
world-wide scourge. The.disease is an
incurable disruption of the body's
ability to fight infection and is caused
by the Human Immuno-deficiency Virus. Although I am sure your sister
has been checked for AIDS, you might
want to ask her doctors about this specific disease.
Second. Valley Fever (San Joaquin
fever or coccidioidomycosis) is an infectious disease caused by inhaling

the spores of the fungus C. immitis..
The ailment initially causes flulike
symptoms of fever, cough, muscle
aches and weight loss. Most patients
recover uneventfully. The infection is
quite common in the southwestern
United States. Occasionally, patients
will become chronically ill with loss
of appetite and weight, fever, pneumonia, arthritis, skin sores, weakness
and meningitis. This progressive type
of Valley Fever is fatal in up to 60
percent of patients, despite treatment. However, the use of anti-fungal
drugs, such as amphotericin B and ketoconazole, may help. Your sister
may need this treatment.
Third, sprue (celiac disease) - a
chronic form of intestinal malabsorption caused by a congenital sensitivity
to cereal protein (gluten) -- can cause
malnutrition. - This deficiency produces weight loss, diarrhea, anemia,
skin sores, bone pain, loss of menstruation and swelling of the legs. Treatment is almost always effective and
consists of strict avoidance of gluten
in the diet_ This means avoiding processed edibles, soups, sauces, ice
cream, wheat flour, oats, rye and
barley.
Recent studies have shown a distinct relation between sprue and ma-

lignancies of the small intestine. Primary cancers, such as lymphoma and
carcinoma, occur in up to 20 percent
of patients with celiac disease. This is
about 100 times greater than the rate
in the general population
In summary, your sister's doctors
should examine her for AIDS and cancer of the small intestine. Also, she
might benefit from a trial of anti-fungus medicine for her Valley Fever.
For more information, I'm sending
you a copy of my Health Report "Viruses and Cancer." Other readers who
would like a copy should send $1.25
and their name and address to P.O.
Box 91369, Cleveland, OH 44101-3369
Be sure to mention the title.
NEAsPAPI-11 ENTERPRISE ASSN

DR. GOTT

PETER
GOTT, M.D.

Doctor Reports

Don't suffer needlessly
from hearing loss!
Do you feel left out of group
conversations? If your answer is yes
you may be one of millions of
Americans who have a hearing loss.
Amplification has been helpful to
many who could not hear words
clearly...maybe we can help you!

Audible
Secret Ear
t$100°° Off
OFFER EXPIRES
4-15-89

SPECIAL OFFER
*FREE Hearing Test
•PREE Hearing Consultation
O100' Off Audible SccretEar
•Hcaring Aid Trial Available

-APPOINTMENTS ARE RECOMMENDEDCALL NOW: (502) 753-8055

STONE-LANG CO.
HEARING AID CENTER
206 South 4th, Murray, KY 42071

"Overweight Patients
Lose Too Much Weight!"
ORANGE, CA — A significant
weight loss breakthrough of unprecedented magnitude has just

Free 30 Day Trial Offer
Anorex 2000 is so effective and
the results are so astonishing that the
manufacturer is offering a 30 day
free trial. If you postdate your check
a full 30 days, it will be held to let
you prove to yourself that you can
safely lose all the weight you want. If
you are not 100% satisfied with the
remarkable change you sec in the
mirror, just return your Anorex
2000 and your check will be destroyed uncashed. You have no risk you can't lose money, only years of
unwanted fat and years off your
appearance.
Send check or money order for
$36.45(+S3.50 for shipping and handling) for a 30 day supply or $64.00
(+53.50) for a 60 day supply to
Anorex 2000, 4642 E. Chapman
Ave., Dept. A81, Orange,CA 92669.
For fastest service for credit card
Orders ONLY simply call Anorex
2000 - 24 hours a day, 7 days a week
TOLL FREE: 1-800-283-2464,
Ext.A81,and usc your VISA,MasterCard or American Express. Sorry, no
C.O.D.s.
(Note: Because Aianex 2000 is
such a powerful weight loss compound, doctors have advised the
manufacturer to sell no more than one
60 day supply pa customer.)

been made. A new bioactive diet pill
program containing amazing
"E.A.B. Plus" has been perfected
and is being marketed under the
tradename Anorex 2000'
Researchers are calling it the
"diet miracle of the '90s." Anorex
2000 with "E.A.B. Plus" actually
turns the body into a "fat burning
machine" which consumes its own
stored fat, flab and cellulite thus
shedding pounds and inches like
magic. A panel of leading U.S. doctors and health experts found
Anorex 2000 "safe for effective
weight loss." However it is an
extremely powerful anorectic instructions should be followed
carefully.
Expense Delays Marketing
Anorex 2000 was developed after
years of expensive research. Consequently it is not cheap - but it works!
As one doctor commented, "My
patients would pay many times the
cost of Anorex 2000 to finally lose all
the weight they want and need to
lose - to finally realize their dreams
of a thin, beautiful, healthy body.
Some of. my overweight patients
actually lost too much weight with
Anorex 2000."
C1989

1-800-283-2464 Ext. A8I
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SPORTS
Lakers sweep Henry
for 4th win in a row
to begin Ohio Valley Conference
action, hosting Morehead State and
Murray Ledger & Tim** Sports
Eastern Kentucky this weekend.
• • •
The Calloway County Laker
The Murray State golf squad finvaseball team pushed their record
10 4-0 with a doubleheader sweep ished 13th out of 18 teams at the
.nt Henry County in Paris, Tenn. on Johnny Owens Intercollegiate in
Lexington, Ky. this weekend.
Saturday., taking home the twinbill
The homestanding Wildcats of
4- and 11-4.
Kentucky won the 36-hole event,
Alan Bazzell and Greg Lassiter
picked up their second win of shortened because of snow on Friday. The Cats downed Missouri in
year and Kevin Turner notched
'r is second save of the year, reliev- a playoff on Sunday after both
teams finished at 594.
..g Bazzell in the opener.
MR] finished at 622, tied with
In the opener, after both teams
ored three times in the first Morehead State. John Howard was
',rung, the Lakers scored the win- Murray's top finisher, with a 77
' rig run in the fourth inning when followed by a 74 for a 151 score.
I't:nji Kelly sent Travis Turner Howard finished 23rd out of 1)
•,,rne with a sacrifice fly. Bazzell, golfers.
MSL' will now travel to Huntingy.ho had two hits and two walks
ton, W. Va. to compete in the Marith the hat, gave way to Kevin
I artier in the top of the seventh. shall Invitational on Saturday and
.tnd Turner struck out the side to Sunday.
• • •
:reserve the win.
The
Murray
State baseball team
In the second game. Calloway
s,ored 10 runs in the first two took two of three from Tennessee
r.nings thanks in part to a two-run Tech this weekend in OVC action
in Cookeville, Tenn. The 'Breds
:iomer from Pookie Jones. Joey
aller was four-for-four at the improved to 10-5, 4-2 in the OVC.
Four RBIs from Paul Allegre
iate as the Lakers knocked out 14
Laasiter went the distance for keyed Saturday's 10-4 win. NISI'
second straight game, striking scored three markers in the first
,nJt eight. The senior has struck out inning, when Dan McNamara
walked, followed by a Phil Wessel
in two games.
• • •
single. Allegre sent both runners
The Murray State tennis team home with a two-out single. Dale
•Hit in action Saturday in Spring- Dunn singled Allegre home.
.
Mo.. falling to 7-15 overall.
NISU won the first game Sunday
The Racer netters fell to the. 10-3, before bowing in a. one-run
)mestanding Southwest Missouri contest, 8-7. MSLI will now host
.rate Bears 5-4. and downed Memphis state on Wednesday.
" ,uthern Illinois 6-3.
• • •
Geir Sjoeberg. at No. 2, won
The girls' under-12 Strikers and
,th his matches on the day, as did the boys' under-10 Terminators
,oug Hawthorne. Sjoeberg played to a 2-2 tie on Saturday,
-cdted Chris Gillis and Joe
while the boys' under-12 Road
'`emeterco, and Hawthorne Warriors fell to Calvert City 4-2.
!_•teatc..,1 Anders Backmon of
Bubba Johnson had two goals for
—uthwest and George Ehim of the Terminators, while Kylie Johnhern Illinois.
son had a goal and an assist for the
S.0,:berg teamed with Tony. Strikers. Johnson assisted on a goal
',ret1und to win two doubles by Ellen Uddberg. while Susan
• ,'71Cti at No. 2. and Hawthorne
Krieb assisted on Johnson's goal.
,1 John Scnheider won two
Gus Jones and Johnson com...,nes at No. 1..
bined for 9 Terminator saves in
\retlund, playing at No. I, goal, while Allison Cantrell and
_':aated Jairo Aldana of SILT and Uddberg combined for 11 saves for
nnas Bergrahm defeated John the Strikers.
\lartinez of the Salukis at No. 5 to
Greg Miller and Matt Farmer
7..,und out the Racer winners.
each scored for the Road Warriors.
NISI; 1ii now visit Columbus, The Road Warriors had 14 saves
Thio to take on Ohio State on from goalies Michael Boone and
Wednesday, before returning home Miller in the loss.
Staff Report

'sr
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Upsets lift Seton Hall, Michigan
SEATTLE (AP) — Ten years ago, Steve Fisher was coaching high school basketball in Illinois, and P.J.
Carlcsimo was at a tiny Division I college in New York that might not have been much better.
Neither could see far enough into the future to imagine where they would be or what they would be doing a
decade later.
"I don't think anybody thinks he's going to be coaching in a national championship game when he starts
out," Carlesimo said.
But that's exactly what they will be doing tonight, and nothing could seem farther away than Rich East
High School in Park Forest, Ill., or Wagner College on New York's Staten Island.
Fisher, in fact, probably could not have envisioned his situation even a month ago. He became Michigan's
interim coach just before the NCAA tournament after seven years as an assistant to Bill Frieder, who left to
go to Arizona State.
"Timing is everything, and I jumped in at the right time, no doubt about it," Fisher said.
Carlesimo, on the other hand, took over the Big East Conference's worst basketball program, Scion Hall,
seven years ago. 1982 was definitely the wrong time for the Pirates, who went 6-20 that year.
But the Pirates' record has improved every season under Carlesimo, who took them to their first NCAA
:.)urnament last year and to their first Final Four this year.
Seton Hall 95
Duke 78
Seton Hall's Final Four ride goes on. For Duke
and Danny Ferry, it stops the way it started - with a
loss
1 he Pirates, in their first trip to the NCCA semifinek. are going to the championship game. Ferry and
the Blue Devils, in their third trip in four years, are
going home empty again.
Andrew Gaze scored 20 points and Seton Hall
o‘ercame an 18-point deficit with a tremendous
second -half defensive effort Saturd,av to advance to
(Coed on page 9)

Michigan 83
Illinois 81
The lead changed hands 33 times, but the biggest
change of all was for Michigan. The Wolverines
finally beat Illinois, and are headed for college
basketball's national championship game.
Sean Higgins took a rebound of a missed 3-point
attempt with two seconds left and scored from short
range, giving Michigan an 83-81 victory over Illinois
Saturday in a Final Four semifinal.
The victory sends Michigan, playing in its first
Final Four since 1976, into the final against Seton
(Coned on page 9)

NCAA championship game
RUMEAL ROBINSON
gJard
gar jur
147 ppg

JOHN MORTON
Seton Ha l sen4y guat
63 168 ppg

Seton Hall defense
faces 'ultimate test'
SEATTLE (AP) — First there
was Hubert Henderson of Southwest Missouri, then Scott Haffner of Evansville, Jay Edwards
of Indiana, Stacey Augmon and
David Butler of Nevada-Las
Vegas and, finally, Danny Ferry
of Duke.
Each was a scorer who worried Scton Hall and its man-toman defense. But none of those
big names was able to overcome
a team that hasn't allowed an
NCAA tournament opponent to
shoot better than 44 percent
from the field in any game and
has held its last four opponents
below 40 percent.
All that is left now is Glen
Rice and Michigan. It is the ultimate test and it is the one that
separates Seton Hall, 31-6, from
the NCAA title.
Michigan, 29-7, is the best
shooting team in the country,
hitting a shade under 57 percent
from the field. Rice could break
the 24-year-old NCAA tourna(Cont'd on page 9)

8:13 p.m. CDT — CBS television
DARYLL WALKER
Solon Hall senior forward
68 415 ppg
TERRY MILLS
M ch gan 1,Jr1,cy forwa,c1
6-10 11 7 ppg

SETON HALL (314)
Conference Big East
West Regional
Si,:or Hal' 6C, Southwest Usscu, S'rve
Se'on Hail 87, Evansviile 73
Setor Hal! 78, Indiana 65
Sew- Hall 84, Nevada Las Vegas '
Final Four semifinal:
Seton Ha7 96, Duke 78
Coach—P.J. Carlesirno

t-i
LOY VAUGHT
Michigan senior center
6:9 128 ppg

RAMON RAMOS
Seton Hal' senior center
€8 '2 Dog

:
#4

MICHIGAN (29-7)
Conference: Big Ten
Southeast Regional:
Mchigan 92, Xavier, Ohio 87
Michigan 91, South Alabama 82
Mchigan 92, North Carolina 87
Mchigan 102, Virginia 65
Final Four semifinal:
Mohcan 83, Illinois 81
Coach—Terry Fisher

ANDREW GAZE
Setor Hall junior forward
6-7 138 ppg
GERALD GREENE
Seton Hal + senior guard
6-1 89 ppg
MIKE GRIFFIN
•

,

t 1

1st loll
GLEN RICE
Mcrigan senior lorwat •
67 25 5 ppg

Chicago Tribune/Murray ledger-Tirres

Lady Vols claim women's championship
Tuesday April 4
c.e'y baseba a Mea'Wednosday. April 5
s S'a1e Oasenai a, M.-ay S
pasebai a Care's. Thursday, April 6
..a$ Co-..n1y Oaseoal a:
Friday, April 7
▪
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,Pe :"."; -ardeau, Mc
4s,
'ou•-ar-e-t
M..,,ay
J e-s•y soccer
Saturday, April 8
Mac e Tennessee baseba4 at Murray
••.0
a ioway Co.:y asea at Srier
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Oraeau Mc
4e.,s'$ soccer tournament al 1.4,.irray
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•

Hac.er Oasxeroai banquet
Sunday. April 9
Te^^essee baseba a' M..,r'ay
Mr-.1

TACOMA, Wash. (APi — Ten,nessee coach Pat Summitt said the
best women's basketball team in
the country won the NCAA champonship. Auburn coach Joe Ciampi
agreed.
"This is the most athletic team
I've ever had," Summitt said Sunday after her Lady Volunteers
pulled away in the final nine
minutes to beat Southeastern Conference rival Auburn 76-60 for
Tennessee's second NCAA title in
three years. "I felt like this team
was the best team in college
basketball starting the year. I
wanted to do everything I could to
keep it motivated."
Ciampi's Lady Tigers lost in the
championship game for the second
straight year in the Tacoma Dome.

"If you look at that (Tennessee)
roster, it's a great roster," Ciampi
said. "It's a 'who's who' roster."
The best "who" for the Lady
Volunteers was 6-foot senior forward Bridgette Gordon, who scored
27 points and pulled down 11
rebounds. Her 27 •points tied the
record of the most points in a
championship game set by University of Southern California's
Cheryl Miller in 1983 and tied by
Cynthia Cooper of Southern Cal in
1986.

Innocence is
missing from
Opening Day

When Auburn cut Tennessee's
eight-point halftime lead to 50-47
with. 8:43 left, Summitt told her
players during a timeout that they
had to start trying harder or they
weren't going to win.
— What I had to say had nothing
to do with basketball," she said. "I
told them I couldn't believe the
Auburn pladyers wanted it more
than they did. I felt like it was a
matrtr of effort and we weren't
intense enough then."
Gordon, who will play profes-

sionally in Europe or Japan next
year, then went out and hit three
straight jumpers in the next two
minutes, igniting a 13-2 run for a
63-49 lead.
For Gordon and 6-4 senior center
Sheila Frost, Tennessee's inside
defensive and rebounding force, it
was a sweet ending to a highly
succcessful collegiate career that
saw them win an NCAA championship as sophomores with a victory
over Louisiana Tech,
Louisiana Tech beat Tennessee

in the semifinals of last year's
Final Four.
Tears just weren't for the losers
Sunday. Tennessee's players also
cried after their 16-point win
before 9,758 fans. It was an emotional victory. Tennessee won its
final 17 games after losing starting
point guard Tonya Edwards with a
season-ending knee injury in its
only loss of the season, at Texas on
Jan. 31.
In defeat, Vickie Orr had 16
points.

Head start

By JIM DONAGHY

KIDS EAT

FREE
Every Tuesday After 4 P.M.
Children under 10 may choose any
item on our Child's menu, absolutely FREE. Only two children per paying adult.
Bel-Air Center
753-0440

SIRLOIN STOCKADE*

AP Baseball Writer

For a few' hours anyway-, Margo
Adams' affair with Wade Boggs,
Pete Rose's problems and Darryl
Strawberry's contract won't seem
that important because on Monday
it's play' ball!
Baseball enters the 1989 season
missing some of its stars because
of injuries and some of its mythical
innocence, too.
The "traditional" season opener
at Cincinnati starts at 1:05 p.m.
CDT as the Reds play the World
Series champion Los Angeles
Dodgers.
Orel Hershiser was scheduled to
start for the Dodgers, but he caught
the flu and will pitch Wednesday-.
Hershiser will be trying to extend
his record of 59 consecutive scoreless innings when he pitches
against the Reds' Tom Browning.
In other openers in the National
League Monday, St. Louis visits
New York and San Francisco is at
San Diego.
In the American League, Boston
visits Baltimore, Toronto is at Kansas City, Milwaukee visits Cleveland and Seattle plays the A's at
Oakland.
Jackson was 23-8 last season and
was runner-up to Hcrshiscr in the

Major league players hope to start this year off better than catcher Mike Heath did last year for the
Detroit Tigers. Heath -headed" last year's Opening Day bloopers by plowing into the turf while chasing a
pitch that got away.
NL Cy Young Award voting.
It was the most victories by an
NL pitcher who didn't win the Cy
Young since San Francisco's Ron
Bryant won 24 games in 1973 and
was beaten by Tom Seaver.
The Reds have finished second
in the NL West each of the past
four seasons and feel they need a
good start to win in 1989.
As for the Dodgers, they have a
new right side of the infield with
Eddie Murray at first and Willie

Randolph at second.
"We have a set lineup and I
think we are better than we were
last year," Dodgers manager Tom
Lasorda said. "But I tell everybody
we're the champions now and winning will be harder because everybody will be out to beat us."
Winning could be even harder if
the Dodgers have to do it without
left fielder Kirk Gibson.
Gibson, who led the club with 25
home runs and 76 runs batted in

last season, has not recovered from
the knee injury he suffered in the
playoffs last October and played
very little in spring training.
The Reds have a very different
problem.
Rose is being investigated by the
commissioner's office for "serious
allegations" that are reportedly
linked to the Cincinnati manager's
gambling associations.
For the moment, Rose is thinking about managing.
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Stanley Cup playoffs

Blackhawks 'get it right'. top Leafs for final spot
my performance all season ... It
took
me 80 games and a few secAP epode Writer
onds to score a big goal," Murray
This time, with a little more at said after stealing the puck from
stake for the Chicago Blackhawks, Todd Gill and beating goalie Allan
Bester 48 seconds into the extra
they got it right.
The Blackhawks, needing at period. "It was time for me to
least a tie to secure the final play- make a big play."
It was not time for the Maple
off berth in the Norris Division —
and the NHL — rallied from a 3-1 Leafs to get into the playoffs,
deficit and eliminated Toronto 4-3 which they would have done with a
Sunday night on Troy Murray's win — and despite a record that
wouldn't have qualified in the
overtime goal.
Exactly a year ago, the Hawks other three divisions.
"It just wasn't to be," Coach
blew two leads and lost to New
Jersey in overtime, allowing the George Armstrong said. "We had a
Devils to qualify for the Stanley lead but couldn't hold on. I'm not
Cup chase for the first time. Chica- blaming anybody, maybe we played too cautious but the Blackhawks
go already had made it.
The Blackhawks wouldn't have • were really flying high in the third
made it this time, however, without period."
Elsewhere on the final night of
the comeback, which was capped
the NHL season, Buffalo clinched
by Murray's heroics.
"I haven't been satisfied with third place in the Adams Division

by beating Quebec 4-2, and the
New York Rangers took third in
the Patrick despite a 6-4 loss to the
Islanders because Pittsburgh beat
Philadelphia 6-5 on Mario
Lemeiux's empty-net goal in overtime. The Flyers needed a victory
to move up and pulled goalie Ron
Hextall with 1:29 remaining in OT.
Lemieux scored his 85th goal
seven seconds later.
Also, it was Boston 3, Hartford
2; Los Angeles 5, Vancouver 4; St.
Louis 4, Detroit 2; Calgary 4,
Edmonton 2; and Winnipeg 3, Minnesota 2.

By BARRY WILNER
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The first-round playoff matchups, beginning Wednesday night,
are:
• Hartford at Montreal, whose
goalies, Patrick Roy and Brian
Hayward, won the Jennings Award
for allowing the fewest goals, 218;

• Buffalo, which was 5-0-3 against
the Bruins, at Boston;
• Washington, which won its first
title of any kind when it took the
Patrick Division, playing host to
the Flyers, whose 36-36-8 record
was their first non-winning mark
since 1971-72;
• The Rangers, losers of 12 of their
last 15, at Pittsburgh, which is in
the playoffs for the first time since
1982;
• Detroit, winners of the Norris
with a .500 record, 34-34-12, at
home for Chicago;
• St. Louis, 12-4-2 down the
stretch, entertaining Minnesota;
• Calgary, which captured the President's Trophy and a S200,000
bonus for the best overall record,
home to Vancouver;
• and Los Angeles, with Wayne
Gretzky, at home for Edmonton,
without Wayne Gretzky.

Seton Hall defense faces 'ultimate test'...

is Glen
the ultime that
.6, from

(Coned from page 8)
tournament scoring record of 177
points by Bill Bradley of Princeton.
All he needs is 25 points, five less
than his tournament average.
"Glen Rice has been as good as
any player in America, maybe better than any player in America over
the last five games," Michigan
coach Steve Fisher said.
The same could be said of Seton
Hall and its defense.
In the final 13:48 against Southwest Missouri, the Pirates yielded
only 14 points and won 60-51.

he best
:ountry,
percent
d break
tourna-

Evansville didn't score a point in
the last five minutes, and only four
over the last 7:11, as Scion Hall
pulled away to an 87-72 victory.
Indiana, which beat Michigan
twice this season, got just nine
points in the final 5:53 and only
two in the closing 2:17 of a 78-65

loss. UNLV managed just 10 points
in the final 8:06 and Duke was limited to 14 in the final 8:40 of Saturday's 95-78 loss.
"What separates this team from
the others is that they are willing to
work hard," Seton Hall coach P.J.
Carlesimo said. "Sure, this team
had more talent, but they were
willing to work and understood
defense is important."
The job of containing Rice, a
6-foot-7 forward, is going to be
spread around, Carlesimo said,
with 6-3 guard John Morton, 6-7
forward Andrew Gaze and 6-5
reserve forward Michael Cooper
sharing the load.
"In terms of .Michigan, I had a
chance to look at the tape last night
and I only saw four minutes, but
that was enough to make me
scared," Carlesimo said. "I think
they're an unusual team because

not only are they talented, they also
have size, strength and quickness."
The Pirates have played bigger
teams, like Georgetown and Syracuse, but those teams didn't have
as much size, quickness and
strength.
Gaze said he doesn't know much
about either Rice or Michigan, but
that has been the case throughout
most of the tournament for all the
players.
"If we try to go out and match
their athleticism with our athleticism, we can't win," Gaze said. "If
we stick with the scouting reports,
apply ourselves more mentally and
play the way we are capable of
playing, we can win."
Indiana was able to do that earlier this year, using Joe Hillman as
a blanket on Rice and not letting
him get any open shots. Hillman is

Higgins'shot lifts Michigan ...
(Coned from page 8)
Hall on Monday night.
The victory was sealed when
Glen Rice, Michigan's hottest hand
during the tournament, intercepted
a length-of-the-court inbounds pass
by Illinois' Steve Bardo as time ran
out.
"You got a tough, one second,"
Fisher said in the huddle during the
last time out. "You had since Oct.
15 to get to this point. Don't let up
now."
Rice led the Wolverines with 28
points, three less that his tournament average, in a game that was
so close in almost every statistical
category that the only difference
was the final score.
Illinois, ranked third in the
nation at season's end, had the
speed. Michigan, ranked 10th, had

;e' I "es

the size. In two previous Big Ten
Conference meetings this season,
speed won.
This time, Michigan used a combination of its size advantage, the
scoring of Rice, the ball-handling
of Rumeal Robinson and the 16
rebounds of center Loy Vaught to
prevail.
"We worked on keeping them
off the boards. That's why we
won," Rice said.
They also beat Illinois at its own
game.
The Illini led the nation in offensive rebounding this season, but it
was Higgins' rebound off Terry
Mills' miss that set up the winning
basket. Michigan beat Illinois
17-13 on the offensive boards.
"I thought it was going in,"
Higgins said of Mills' shot, "but

coach always told me that those
shots always come off on my side
of the court.
The lead changed 17 times in the
first half, which wound up with
Michigan holding a 39-38 lead.
The biggest lead of the game was
eight points, 16-8, on two free
throws by Illinois' Nick Anderson
just 51
/
4 minutes into the game.
Michigan outscored Illinois 12-6
to start the second half, getting six
of those points from the 6-foot-10
Mills, who is three inches taller
than any of Illinois' starters. That
run gave the Wolverines a 51-44
lead with 15:35 left.
Illinois, however, scored 10 of
the next 12 points to lead 54-53
with 11:26 to play. No more than
four points sejiarated the two team,
the rest of the way.

somewhat similar in size to
Morton.
"Right now, Rice has the size in
his favor," Morton said. "I want
to keep right on him, keep a hand
in his face and apply pressure.
There's no way I'm going to stop
him, but he'll work for his points."
Rice has gotten the treatment
before.
"I'll go out and work as hard as
I possibly can," Rice said. "If I
work as hard as I can, then there
will be other opportunities for my
teammates to get open."
Forward Daryl] Walker was confident Seton Hall would be able to
match up with Michigan and its
wide bodies. In fact, since beating
Big Ten champion Indiana, Walker
feels the Pirates match up with
anyone.
"After Indiana, we felt no one
can beat us if we play tough manto-man, we're tough on the boards,
we get balanced scoring and everyone is working hard with one
another," he said.
Seton Hall has gotten that for
five games. Doing it a sixth time
might make point guard Gerald
Greene's birthday tonight very
special.

"See me for all
your family
insurance Like a good neighbor,
State Farm is there
needs."
Jane Rogers
753-9627
201 S. 6th St.
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(Cont'd from page 8)
Monday night's finale with a 95-78
victory over Duke.
Seton Hall, 31-6, turned this
game around the way it turned its
program around, and will meet the
winner of Saturday's other game
between Big Ten rivals Illinois and
Michigan.
For the Blue Devils, it was the
seventh Final Four failure since
1963.
Duke led 26-8 when Scion Hall
coach P.J. Carlesimo called his second timeout of the game with 8:47
left in the first half.
The Pirates had made just two of
14 shots from the field and had
turned the ball over seven times.
Whatever Carlesimo said to his
team turned the game around for
the rest of the first half and his
halftime defensive strategy drastically changed Ferry's contribution.
"I didn't do anything," he said.
"There wasn't anything you could
say. It wasn't X's and O's."
Ferry had 21 points in the first
half on 8-for-13 shooting. He finished with 34 and made just five of
16 in the second half while mising
the front end of two 1-and-is as
every player on Seton Hall over
6-foot-7 had a chance to cover him
in the final 20 minutes.
"It was a disruptive game for
us," Duke coach Mike Krzyzewski
said. "They were physically stronger than we were. It was tough to
score inside. They beat us. They
were better than we were."
Seton Hall managed to get
Duke's halftime lead to 38-33 after
its shooting improved markedly
and the turnovers were eliminated.
The Blue Devils, 28-8, scored six
of the first eight points in the second half and then it was all Seton
Hall.
A 15-4 run got Scion Hall's its
first lead of the game, 50-49 with
13:56 to play, on a drive by
Michael Cooper.
There would be one more Duke

lead and one more tie and then
Seton Hall took off behind the
tough inside play of reserves
Anthony Avent, Cooper and Frantz
Volcy.

Come along with . . .

Gaze, the Australian Olympic
star, finally got into the offensive
flow for the Pirates as he nailed
consecutive 3-pointers for a 73-64
lead with 8:26 to play.
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Foreign students schedule
forum to discuss differences
Murray State University students
from -Malaysia, Columbia, Cameroon and the People's Republic of
China will contrast life in their
countries with life as they've found
it in the United States during a
panel discussion Thursday at 7:30
p.m. in the Barkley R000m of the
Curris Center un campus.
Thr program, spnosored by the
Non-Formal Education Committee
of the Center for International
Programs at MSU, will be moderated by Sheila Clough Crifasi, and

instructor in the Department of
Journalism and Radio/Television.
Members of the panel are Josephine Chan, a business marketing
major, of Malaysia; Mauricio Poloma, a graduate student in business
management, of Columbia; Monica
Nyamusa, a home economics
major, of Cameroon. and Jialing
"Charlie" Wang, a graduate student
in journalism, of the People's
Republic of China.
The program is open to the

Mrs. Elizabeth Slusmeyer

Gordon B. Meyer
Services for Gordon B. Meyer
were Sunday at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of Miller Funeral Home of
Hazel. The Rev, Joe Walker
officiated.
Pallbearers were Norman Hancock, William Bucy, Merle Hightree, Tom Eldridge, Frank Thill and
Abe Ridings. Burial was in Puryear
Cemetery.
Mr. Meyer, 54, died Friday at 9
a.m. at his home on Rt. 2, Puryear,
Tenn.
He is survived by his wife, Mrs.

Roberta Thill Meyer; three daughters, Mrs. Debbie Peteersen, Garland, Texas, and Miss Heidi Meyer
and Miss Holly Meyer, at home;
one son, Gordon W. Meyer, Dayton, Ohio; two stepdaughters, Mrs.
Cheryl Moritz, Traverse City,
Mich., and Mrs. Sandra Paschall,
Puryear; two stepsons, Thomas
Shawhan, Dayton, and Timothy
Shawhan, Rt. 1, Hazel; his mother,
Mrs. Nell Harmon Meyer, and a
half brother, James Harmon, Austelle, Ga

Mrs. Elizabeth Slusmcycr, 77,
Murray, died today at 8:45 a.m. at
West View Nursing Home. Her
husband, Louis Slusmeyer, died
Feb. 2, 1972.
She also was preceded in death
by one sister, Ms. Ella Pugh, and
four brothers, Claudic Gates, Jewel
Gates, Orvin Gates and Walter
Gates.
Mrs. Slusmeyer had been
employed by International Shoe
Company at Paducah and as assistant superintendent of the golf
course at Murray Country Club.

Victims' relatives to gather
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10''. unc
C4 -'.
130'. .'.
c -e, .'.
44 t's
53 -'.
115% +'.
24% -''.
32% unc
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COURT SQUARE

BETTY BOSTON
753-3366

PAT GOSSUM

Your Individual
Horoscope
Fraues Drake

MURRAY. KY.
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FOR TVESDAN. APRIL 4. 1)489
ARIES
(Mar 21 to Apr 19)
Today finds you self expressive
and creative, but care is needed in
financial dealings with others
Beware of unscrupulous types
Spruce up your appearance
TAURUS
( Apr 20 to May 20
You'll want some time for yourself
today to pursue a pet hobby Studying
and creative pursuits are favored
now Be less suspicious and more
trusting of a close tie
GEMINI
I.May. 21 to June 21),
Charm and personal* are your
allies nos Others will find you both
attractive and intelligent Still, a
testing situation could developri the
job with a coworker Perhaps this
person, is envious of you
CANCER
June 21 to
22)
"CE
This is one of the best days of the
year for you to meet with higher-ups
and to conclude unportant business
negotiations In romance. you may
meet with a game player
LEO
2:t to Aug 22
Meeting with lawyers, advisers and
publishers are favored today A tras.el
opportunity is too good to pass up.
hut someone at home could prove
difficult now
VIRGO
Aug. 2( to Sept 22)
You have good judgment today
about financial interests. You may
come into some extra money now.
but don't let unscrupulous types try
to take achahtage of your good
fortune
LIBRA
Sept 23 to( )('t 22)
Loved ones will feel especially
i•1iise to each other today The accent
is on togetherness and some singles
will
opt
for
a
permanent
Lommitment A disagreement about
money is possible now

tit

SCORPIO
(Oct. 23 to Not 21)
COE
Don't expect to he able to call all
the shots in business today However,
it's an excellent time to go after what
you want and progress will come
through cOoperation
SAGM'ARIUS
Vsiov 22 to Dec 21)
de
Some couples will decide to have
another child. Evening hours are
favorable
for
romance
and
recreational pursuits Singles could
fall in love now
CAPRICORN
1ks- 22 to Jan 19
You may feel a friend meddles in
your affairs too much but the day is
still favorable for social activities
You'll be making an important
domestic decision tc iday
AQUARR'S
(Jan 20 to Feb Is:
A person in business may keep you
on hold, but otherwise this is an
excellent day for contacting others
You re self-expressRe creative. and
charming now
PISCES
(Feb 19 to Mar 211,
claw
What you buy riow will be a
reflectiiin I if :111I gi 00d taste An
adviser may be diffi( ult to deal with
but your judgment is sery good where
financial interests are cunterned
today
IF BORN TI /DAY
art- more
practical and self-disciplined than the
typical member of your sign You're
ambitious, know what you want, anti
know how to get it You'll work hard
to achieve your ends and you would
make a good teacher Sometimes
you're drawn to businesses allied to
the arts, though you may also be
creatively talented
You have
executive ability and can succeed in
management Birthdate of Maya
Angelou. writer. 61,1 Hodges baseball
player. and Arthur Murray dance
instructor

A

INSTANT
SHADE

WASHINGTON (AP) — Relatives of Americans killed in the
bombing of Pan Am Flight 103
over Scotland gathered in
Washington today to mark the
103rd day after the attack and to
protest continued lapses in aviation
security.
Some family members were
meeting with President Bush. The
relatives also planned to confront
members of Congress with a march
-to the Capitol, hold a religious service 4,34 rally in Lafayette Park
across from the White House.
The group, organized a few
weeks after the Dec. 21 crash that
killed 270 people, has pushed for
tougher security at U.S. and foreign
airports and for a system to warn
passengers of terrorist threats
against airliners.
In London, a British relatives
grOup was organized on Saturday,
and a Pan Am pilot whose wife
was killed in the explosion called
for a S2.5 million reward to catch
the bombers. The U.S. government
already. has offered 5500,000 for
:nformation leading to the bombing's conspirators.
Pilot Bruce Smith, whose wife
Ingrid was aboard Flight 103.
offered the first S100,000 for the
reward from money' Pan Am is
paying to compensate victims,
according to the Sunday' Telegraph.

Families of the dead both in the
United States and Britain have criticized the airline and authorities in
the United States, Britain and in
Frankfurt, West Germany, where
the flight originated, because
threats against the airline were not
made public.
The flight blew up over Lockerbie, Scotland en route from London
to New York.
Some U.S. relatives accused
their government of warning diplomats and soldiers but not the flying
public of threats against flights
from Frankfurt to the United
States. U.S. officials have said the
notice of a threat posted on at least
one American embassy bulletin
board — in Moscow — was not
authorized, and officials say there
is no double standard in issuing
warnings.
But several relatives of Flight
103 victims say they believe information about threats should be
available to passengers and not just
to government workers, even that
which is now intended only for
those dealing with aviation
security.
They also have called for
stepped-up installation of devices
that can detect plastic explosives at
airports used by U.S. carriers
throughout the world.

THE ACES ON BRIDGE' BOBBY WOLFF
—Tis known by the name of perseverance in a good cause, and obstinacy in a bad one."
— Laurence Sterne

NORTH
4-3-A
•K J 6
•K 7 2
•J 8 5 4 2
•J 6

EAST
WEST
4A Q 53
Try your luck at today's heart •10 9 7
•53
game. If you toil and win, you will •9 64
•Q 109
•K 7
be known for your perseverance.
4 10 9 8 5 4
South inserts dummy's spade 4 Q 7 32
SOUTH
jack East wins the queen and ace
*8 4 2
and leads a third spade. hoping for a
•A Q J 10 8
ruff. Dummy wins safely, but it's
•A 6 3
not over. How should South maneu4A K
ver to avoid losing two diamond
tricks to go one down?
Vulnerable. Both
The answer is not an easy one, Dealer: South
even with all hands exposed. Here's The bidding
how Bill Acker of Freer. Texas, did South
North
East
West
Pass
2•
Pass
I•
it in a recent duplicate game.
Pass
Pass
Pass
After winning dummy's spade 4 V
Opening lead Spade 10
king. Acker cashed his diamond ace
and drew two rounds of trump with
LEAD WITH THE ACES
his queen and jack. Next he cashed
both of his high clubs and exited South holds
4 3-B
with a diamond, ducking in dummy
•A Q 9 7 2
when West's 10 appeared East won
•8 4 3
the king, but had no safe exit. Bill
•J 10
ruffed' East's black-suit lead with
4K Q 10
dummy's heart king while discardEast
South
West
North
ing a diamond from his hand
1•
14
24
Dbl
Note Bill's care in the trump suit.
3V
Pass
4•
All pass
Not only did he have to execute a
partial elimination and leave a ANSWER: Spade ace. Partner's
trump in dummy, but it also had to double was lead-directing, not necbe the high trump Otherwise a essarily support-showing Honor his
spade exit by East after winning the wishes.
diamond king would have ruined the
Seed bridge questions to The Aces. PO Box
endplay. (West's trump nine would
12363 Dallas Texas 75225. with self-addressed,
stamped envelope for reply
become a key factor.)

THE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON

Without Waiting 12-15 years

Mrs. Vallic P. English, 86, died
Saturday at 2:30 a.m. at Calvert
City Convalescent Center. She was
the widow of Raleigh English of
Mayfield.
She was a member of First
Christian Church, Mayfield.
Born March 7, 1903, in Tennessee, she was the daughter of the
late Alfred Russell and Addle
Yates Russell. She also was preceded in death two sister, Mrs.
Opal Forrester and Mrs. Vera Coleman, and one brother, Charlie
Russell.
Mrs. English is survived by one
daughter, Mrs. Jane Elizabeth Tay-

Eugene Tapp, 57, Chicago, Ill.,
died Thursday at Osteopathic Medical Center, Chicago.
A retired chef, he was a veteran
of the Korean Conflict and a member of Mt. Calvary Baptist Church,
Owensboro.
Survivors are two daughters, Ms.
Sharon Greenfield, Murray, and
Ms. Trea Lynn, Milwaukee, Wis.;
two sons, Eugene Tapp Hayden,
Owensboro, and Thomas Tapp,
Lexington; two brothers, James R.

Funeral sites for Mrs. Ethel
Alberta Shelby were Sunday at
3:30 p.m. in the chapel of Brown
Funeral Home, Mayfield. The Rev.
VI Hart and the Rev. W.W. Hall
officiated.
Entombment was in the mausoleum at Highland Park Cemetery,
Mayfield.
The family requests that expressions of sympathy' take the form of
donations to the American Diabetes
Foundation.
Mrs. Shelby, 85, Rt. 2, Hickory,

Federal-State Market News Service April
3, 1989 Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 5 Buying Stations Receipts:
Act 498, Est.900 Barroes & Gilts steady-.25
higher, Sows steady-I.00 higher.
IS 1-2 220-250 lbsS36.75-37.25 few to 37.50
LS 1.2 200-220 lbs ...........-....$35.75-36.75
$36.25-36.75
LS 2-3 220-250 lb.

ACROSS
1 Dry, as
wine
cheese
4
9 Card game
12 Time gone by
13 Eagle's nest
14 Corn plant
part
15 In the
direction of
17 Leave
19 Urge on
21 Roman 550
22 "A — on the
Wild Side
25 Negative
27 Toward
shelter
31 Wine cup
32 Increases
34 Maiden loved
by Zeus
35 Health
resort
36 Of Mice
and —
37 Equally

31
34
38
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••

,

A

•

42
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•
•
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WOFFORD'S
NURSERY &

LANDSCAPING

414 East Wood St., Parts, TN. 901-642-8469 or 0750

-tY

49
57
"And another thing . I want you to be
more assertive ... I'm tired of everyone
calling you Alexander the Pretty-Good!"

died Friday at 1:55 p.m. at Lourdes
Hospital, Paducah.
She was a member of Mount
Olive Church of Christ.
Survivors are one daughter, Mrs.
Sue Wright, Hickory; three sons,
Buddy Shelby and Jimmy Shelby,
Lowes, and Ray Harried, Mayfield;
one sister. Ms. Margaret Fuqua,
Murray; two brothers, Stanley
Smith and Will J. Smith, Mayfield;
eight grandchildren; six greatgrandchildren.

S 3-4 250.270 its
Sows
S 1-2 270-350 lbs .
S 1•3 300.400 lbs
S 1-3 400-500 its
S 1-3 500 and up ..........
S 2-3 300.500 its
Boars $24.00.27.00

535.25-36.25
528.00-29.00
S27.00-29.00
S26.00-28.00
S31.00.34.00
S25.00-26.00

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

22

•

Friends may call from 6 to 9
p.m. tonight (Monday') at the funeral home.

Hog Market

15

ZE3

Tapp, Owensboro, and Linford
Tapp, Cleveland, Ohio; several
grandchildren; three nephews; one
niece; one uncle; two aunts.
The funeral will be Tuesday'ai-1
p.m. in the chapel of McFarland
Funeral Home, Owensboro. Burial
will follow in Elmwood Cemetery
there.

Mrs. Ethel Alberta Shelby

12

Owner: Geo. Wofford

lor, Murray; one sister, Mrs. Ruby
Russell. Georgia; one brother, Carl
Russell, Rt. 1, Sedalia; two grandchildren, Brad Taylor, Charleston,
S.C., and Mrs. Beth Solomon,
Draffenville; three greatgrandchildren.
The funeral is today at 2 p.m. in
the chapel of Byrn Funeral Home,
Mayfield. The Rev. David Ferguson and the Rev. Tim Allred are
officiating.
Pallbearers are Kenny Solomon,
Phillip Forrester, Tommy Forrester,
Dean Griffith, Jimmy Allfred and
Brad Taylor. Burial will follow in
Highland Park Cemetery, Mayfield.

Eugene Tapp

1

We can provide you with
large trees or transplant
yours

J.H. Churchill Funeral Home •
will be in charge of funeral and
burial arrangements.

Mrs. Vallie P. English

Tree Transplantes Now Available

FREE ESTIMATES

She was a member of First Baptist Church, a lifetime member of
Murray Country Club, and had
been a volunteer at Murray Calloway County Hospital.
Survivors arc one daughter. Mrs.
Saundra Edwards and husband,
Danny, Rt. 7, Murray; one granddaughter, Miss Vicki Edwards, and
one grandson, Brad Edwards,
Murray.

61

38 Stopped
temporarily
41 Shoshonean
Indian
42 'A — Grows
in Brooklyn"
43 Prince
William, i e
44 Hurried
45 Neon symbol
47 -A — of
Two Cities"
49 Baseballs
1956 Triple
Crown winner
53 Animals
57 Sudsy brew
58 Repasts
60 Garden tooi
61 Priest's
vestment
62 Rain and
hail
63 Still
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2 The self
3 Elsit, e g
4 Cavil
5 Repetitious
6 Rolle ID
7 Succor
8 Reward
9 Meadow

10 Paddle
11 Morsel
16 Inquire
18 Unadorned
DOWN
20 Serling of
TV
1 Fri
22 Blopse
follower
23 Love affair
Law
24
10 ii
26 Train
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
schedule
28 Behold'
14
29 Related on
13UUUU
mothers
17
side
1UUU
16UU
30 Ancient
21
20
19
chariot
32 Simian
27 28 29 30
26
25
33 Sam Malone
23 24
on Cheers
33
35 Squandered
32
39 Selenium
symbol
37
36
40 Hi & Lois
35UI
character
41
40
39
41 Above
44 Ocean
44
43
46 Shade trees
48 For fear
48
17
45 46
that
49 Cry of goal
54 55 56
51
52
50 Everyone
50 51
51 Bird's beak
60
52 Lamprey
59
58
54 Timid
55 Pedal digit
62
56 Series of
games
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COMMISSIONER'S SALE
The Commonwealth of Kentucky, Calloway Circuit Court, National Mortgage
Company, Plaintiff.
Versus Earl Lynn Shroader and wife, Elva Jean Shroader; Jimmy Valentine a single
person; and County of Calloway, Kentucky, Defendant. Case No. 88-CI-027.
NOTICE OF SALE
By virtue of ajudgement and order of sale of the Calloway Circuit Court rendered
at the March 7 Tenn thereof 1989, in the above cause, for the sum of Thirty-three
thousand Six Hundred thirteen and 69/100(33,613.69) Dollars, with interest at the
rate of 10 percent per annum from the 1st day of June 1987, until paid and its cost
therein I shall proceed to offer for sale at the Court House door in the City of Murray,
Kentucky,to the highest bidder,at public auction on the 4th day of April 1989,at 10
O'clock A.M., or thereabout, upon a credit of 30 days, the following described
property, to-wit:
Being 4.80 acres in section 10 township 1 range 5 east in Calloway County
Kentucky, and described as follows: Beginning at a point in the southerly right-ofway line of Kentucky Highway No. 121,said point being located South 21 degrees
25 minutes 20 seconds West 13 feet from the center of the south end of a 6 foot wide
by 4 foot high reinforced concrete culvert under Highway No. 121, said culvert
being located southeasterly along said highway approximately (sic)0.95 miles from
the center of the Cherry Comer-Pottertown Road, and running thence South 69
degrees 53 minutes 09 seconds East along the southerly line of said highway 93 feet
to an iron rod; thence South 4 degrees 29 minutes 29 seconds West 108 feet to an
iron stake; thence South 71 degrees 02 minutes 08 seconds East 15 feet to an iron
stake; thence South 5 degrees 55 minutes 23 seconds West 45 feet to an iron stake;
thence South 70 degrees 09 minutes 09 seconds East 132.55 feet(iron stake located
3 feet back from the end of this line); thence South 14 degrees 18 minutes 29 seconds
West 588.50 feet to an iron stake; thence North 73 degrees 32 minutes 47 seconds
West 358.17 feet to an iron stake; thence North 21 degrees 25 minutes 20 seconds
East 755.26 feet to the point of beginning and containing 4.80 acres.
This property is not subject to periodic flooding.
Being the same real estate conveyed to Earl Lynn Shroader and wife, Elva Jean
Shroader by deed from William J. Green and wife, Inez Green, dated May 1, 1979
and of record in Deed Book 159, Cabinet 1, Drawer 11, Card 2213 in the Calloway
County Court Clerk's Office.
PURCHASER SHALL BE REQUIRED TO ASSUME AND PAY ALL TAXES
ASSESSED AGAINST SUCH PROPERTY FOR THE YEAR 1988 AND ALL
SUBSEQUENT YEARS.
For the purchase price, the purchaser must execute bond, with approved securities,
bearing legal interest from the day of sale, until paid, and having the force and effect
of a judgment. Bidders will be prepared to comply promptly with these terms.
Jean Miller
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

INVITATION TO BID FOR
DIESEL
The Calloway County Board of Education will
receive sealed bids for diesel for the Calloway
County School District until 1:30 p.m., on the 11
of April, 1989.
Specifications will be on file in the Calloway
County Board of Education office building, 2110
College Farm Road, Murray, Kentucky, and
interested bidders may obtain the necessary
forms there.
The envelope containing the bid shall be
opaque. It shall have written on the outside the
name of the job, the name of the bidder, and the
date and time of bid opening.
The Board reserves the right to reject any or all
bids and waive any irregularities in bidding.

PUBLIC NOTICE
Calloway County Fiscal Court will hold a public
hearing on May 9, 1989 at 1:00 p.m. in the County
Judge/Executive's office, Courthouse Building,
for the purpose of receiving suggestions and
comments from citizens with regard to expending
approximately $500,000 ill county road aid funds
and approximately $39,400 in LGEA funds during
fiscal year 1989-90.
George H. Weaks
County Judge/Executive

WILL CLEAN HOUSES BY DAY
OFFICES BY NIGHT
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Notice

Lease For Less At
DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
1983 SAO Pickup 517541 mo •
Call Gene at 753-2617
Plus Tag, Title /1 License
48 Mo Closed End Lease.

Babysitter
Needed
for Infant Girl
Approx. 7 a.m.-6 p.m. 49z-5
days a week. Non-smoka. Prefer in my home but will consider
your home if no other children.
References Necessary.

Call after 5 p.m.
753-8068

The Annual Spring Brush Pickup for the City of Murray has been scheduled. All property
owners should have brush ready for pickup on the following dates:
NORTH OF MAIN
Section I --- April 10
Section II --- April 17

Murray
Ledger
& Times
Supports
CCHS

"Project
Graduation"
Make Your
Pledge To
753-5479
759-9539
753-1300

SOUTH OF MAIN
Section III --- April 24
Section IV --- May 1
Section V --- May 8
All tree and shrub trimmings must be stacked neatly in piles with cuttings no more than six (6)
feet in length or six (6)inches in diameter. Leaves, grass, weeds and small trimmings must be
placed in plastic bags. Disposal of brush put out after the scheduled dates for each area will be
the responsibility of the property owner. This is a one time free pickup. Questions about the
service may be directed to the Street Department 753-4321.

753-8202
BEETLE BAILEY

v
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INVITATION TO BID FOR
FURNITURE
The Calloway County Board of Education
requests bids on furniture for North Calloway
County Elementary School and Southwest Calloway County Elementary School to be submitted on
or before 1:30 p.m.. April 20, 1989.
Specifications will be on file in the Calloway
County Board of Education office building, 2110
College Farm Road, Murray, Kentucky, and
interested bidders may obtain the necessary forms
there.
The envelope containing the bid shall be opaque.
It shall have written on the outside the name of the
job, the name of the bidder, and the date and time of
hid opening.
The Board reserves the right to reject any or all
bids and waive any irregularities in bidding.

AS of March 30 1989 the
property of Mrs Kermit
Smith is now posted NO
TRESPASSING

Notice
"„.:',EN Latex wall paint
5 gal can $29 99 Get at
E-ack s Decorating Center
S 4!*-1 St Murray

OPENING April 1 Country
At Heart, Hours Tuesday
Saturday 9a m 5p m
Sunday 1 5p m Featuring
wood and quilt crafts hand
woven baskets, antiques
quilts Located in Aurora
next to The Brass Lantern
TRANSFER your 8MM
home movies to videotape
$350 per 50 ft reel tape
,ncluded Also slides ne
gatwes and photographs
•ee pick up and delivery
Cal Donna Darnell Video
P•oduction Specialties
'5'; 9246

Help
Wanted

Employment
Opportunity

MANAGERS Wanted
Work in a clean family
oriented restaurant Above
average starting salary
Apply in person at Taco
Johns, Central Shopping
Center Murray. 2-4p m
Mon Sat No phone calls
piease Taco Johns,' EOE

No age limit to apply It
your present policy is
over 10 years old it may
not cover some of the
newer treatments such
as chemotherapy For
•ree information call

oca. cia

Brindle female
-•
ost around Cherry
C.:3rner Pottertown area
_ 1.-2• 23 weeks

sen,are

HEALTH INSURANCE
It it has anything to do with Major Medical
Insurance. Medicare Supplement Insurance, or Nursing Home Insurance, we write
it and one of our companeis writes more
individual Guaranteed Renewable Health
insurance than any
Best rated Company
in America
represent 9 "A" Excellent and "A-..
Superior Best rated companies to offer you
:•,cLt possible rate and benefits

Call us today for a Price
and Benefit Quote.

McConnell
Insurance Agency
Hopkinsville Fed.
Savings Building
753-4199

Secretarial
Help

Southern Brokers
SPEECH LANGUAGE
insurance
local
PATHOLOGISTS
brokerage
firm
INDIANA InSpeech Inc.
will be adding
has immediate openings
secretarial
help
for CFY and CCC SpeechLanguage Pathologists
effective 4-1-89.
Full time and pan time oppood communiportunities in the Evanscations skills reville Tell City, Washington.
quired. Training
Loogootee Henderson,
is provided.
Morganfield Hardinsburg
Fordsville area We offer a
Send resume to:
base salary commensurate
P.O. Box 1018.
with experience incentive
Y 42071
Murray,
bonus and comprehensive
benefits package For more
reading
information contact Van- EARN Ale
ncome
essa Spells Thompson at books'$30 iii
potential
800)841 2299 or send re
(1)
Ext
surne to 6557 W North 805 687
Ave Oak Park IL 60302 Y 10706
AGGRESSIVE used car
detail person for young ag
gressive, growing Ford
dealership for 1st class re
conditioning department
Must have references and
apply in person to Gerald
Campbell Campbell Ford,
Dover. Tn Tennessee
Wats'-Line 800 5435103
Of 232-5336
ATTENTION Hiring' Gov
ernment jobs your area
Many immediate openings
without watng list or test
$17,840 $69 485 Call
1 602 838 8885 Ext R684
BODY Man Must be de
pendabie honest and hard
working Send resume to
P 0 Box 487 Murray KY
42071

CANCER
INSURANCE

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199

ACT in TV commercials No
experience All ages Child
ren teens young adults
families etc High pay TV
advertising Call for casting
information Charm Studios (313) 542 8400 Eat
2614

270
lialp
Wooed

Legal
Nonce

CITIZEN Bank & Trust of
Paducah is now accepting
bids on
a
1983
Renault
Fuego
SNVFICD-36 BOO 26463
55 Bids accepted though
April 5 For more intormat on call Bob Nance at
'53-8300 Citizen Bank &
Trust reserves the right to

Mirrray Ledger & Times

EXPANDING Murray company as seeking person for
year round position to learn
supervision of produce
packing house Professional appearance accounting skills, ease of
communication H School,/
GED diploma Work well
with others All qualify for
position with salary and in
sentives benefits Interviews by appointment Call
April 5 8a m -4p m only
436 5888
EXPERIENCED Painters
Inside and outside for residential and commercial
work 753 9382 after 5p m

GOVERNMENT Jobsl
$18 03710 $69 405 (mine
date hiring' Your area Call
(Refundable)
DD Christmas get you be
1 518 459-3611 Ext F973
hind/ Sell Avon products' for federal list 24 hours
Be your own boss Work
your own hoJrs full or part HOME. Improvement
time Earno to 50', Call Someone to watch 14 year
old while at work Enjoy
today 753 C.171
gardening. free room &
DIETETIC board plus $100 a month
ADMINISTRATOR INSTI
prefer non-smoker retired
TUTIONAL The Kentucky Send application and refer
State Penitentiary in Lyon ences to PC Box 1040-A,
County is currently accept
Murray
irig applications for Dietetic
Administrator Institutional
Salary
range
Is accepting
$24 552 $32 376 annially
Minimum Requirements
house cleaning
Registration in the Amen
applications.
can Dietetic Association
‘pply In person.
supplemented by 3 years of
experience as a dietician in
NURSE REGISTERED
a hospital, institution or ta
oiity or graduation from a The Kentucky State Pecollege of university with a nitentiary in Lyon Country is
currently accepting applr
masters degree in nutri
ton home economics cations for Registered
Nurses Full,tune and parthome economics educa
Salary range
bon or publ,c health with 9 time
hours above the master's $25,680 $32,376 annually
degree in Nutrition of a Minimum Requirements
related field and 2 years of Must be licensed as a Reexperience as a nutritionist gistered Nurse or possess
with a heath agency admi a valid work permit issued
nistenng a nutrition and by the Kentucky Board of
health program Full range Nursing Full range of benof benefits including life efits, including life and
health insurance, retireand health insurance re
tirement plan paid vacation ment plan paid vacation
and sick leave Contact and sick leave Contact
Mrs Anne Choat PersonMrs Anne Croat Person
nel Administrator, Kennel Adm,n,st'ator Ken
tucky Stare Penitentiary tucky State Penitentiary,
P 0 Box 128, Eddyville,
P0 Box 128. Eddyville
4 20 3 8 - 0 1 2 8 ,
KY
4 2 3 8 0 1 2 8 , KY
(5021388-2211
(502)388 221'

Shoney's Inn

TOYOTAS COST LESS IN MURRAY

'0 DOWN
LEASE ,OR BUY
10G-•.--

Mobile
Horses For Sal.

Full time
Checker
Needed

Owen
Food Market
OPENINGS FOR AMBI
TIOUS PEOPLE If you
want to work full-time or
part-time Good income in
your area No experience
Phone
necessary
527-8540 anytime
QUALIFIED hairdresser
needed full-time,with a
following No S'S Please
comply directly with Jeff
Elder or Jack McCuistion
J J & Co , between
10A M 6P M
Mon Fri
753-2511

WILL sit with sick or elderly
Will live in or out Call
anytime 753 0785
110

Instruction
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TRACTOR-TRAILER
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1989 4X4 PICKUP
VaJe package
power steering
s.ong rear win
dove, stereo and
more

11,386

WANTED 5 to 10 acres
west of 641 to build house
on Prefer some trees,
paved road P 0 Box 1355,
Murray

ourS,

$1.500.

-9952. Ask

FIREWOOD for Sale Tree
removal Free estimate
436 2562, 436 2758

GO carts, go carts go carts'
5 HP single and double
'seats Keith's Lawn & Tract Center, Industrial Road
Call
9-9831

160

Horn*
Furnishing,
HIDE A BED 2 cushions
good condition 753-4661
MIRRORED Canopy
Waterbed king-size,complete with drawers and
lighted bookcase excellent
condition, never been
used 474-2772

Articles
For Sale

PUT in your order for a
handsome custom made
butcher block table From
basic to excuisite, any size
height or shape to fit your
need or fancy Genuine oak
tops Call today 435-4142

DISPLAY CASES 2-4'
glass cases with lights,
$150 each, like new
489-2633

SOFA with matching chair
and coordinating swivel
rocker, $125, good condition 435-4480

HOFFGO tat Hoe Garden
Tiller only 25ftss , $229 95
Keith's Lawn & Tractor Industrial Rd
ray
753-9831

NICE 12x65 Norris set up
low utilities partially turn
ishod 753 9761
280
Mob's
Homes For Rent
2 OR 3 bedroom, furnished
or unfurnished Some new
furniture, natural gas
electric, air conditioned
Shady Oaks 753-5209
300
Business
Rentals

N

LARGE large, large selection of storage buildings in
stock for immediate delivery Acree Portable Buildings, Mayfield
Ky
502-247-7831
MANURE sold by the truck
load or bag Will deliver
753-8372

250

Commercial
Building
For Lease
Good location.
Call 753.4682

or 753-5

1102 POGUE 1 bedroom,
no pets, $185 rent and deposit required 753-3415

Business
Services
JOYCE Noel Tax Service
offering electronic filing
489-2440
280
T.V.
Radio

2 BEDROOM duplex,
energy efficient, central
HiA, appliances furnished
Also. 1 bedroom apartment Coleman Real Estate 753-9898
2 BEDROOM Furnished
Apartment '4 mile from
campus, water paid, $175 1
person $185 2 people
Available now No pets No
children 753-5980

2 USED Bear Cat scanners Call 753-2900 or after
5p m 489-2870
REPOSESSED 31" direct
view TV with picture in a
picture and world system
teletext, 1989 model Call
753-2900 or after 5p m
489-2870

2 BEDROOM apartment in
Northwood appliances
furnished, carpeted, $250
per month 759-4406
2 NEW energy efficient 2
bedroom duplex units double carports and storage
units, appliances, washer/
dryer hook-up, ceiling fans
telephone lacks and cable
in each room 753-4390

270
Mobile
Homes For Sale
1050 HOUSE trailer and
lot in Melrose subdivision in
Draffenville area, extra nice
condition, $7,500
354 8191

FURNISHED, air conditioned, 3 room apartment
Partial utilities paid Phone
1-395-5285

1979 CRIMSON 14X70,
central heat & air, dis
NICE 2 bedroom aparthwasher, 2 bedrooms, 1,4
baths excellent condition, ment located in the city for
on 3 acre lot in Southwest $150/ month Available
April 1 Call after 5p m
school district 435-4414
759-1089 or 759-9318
30' 2-DOOR Monitor trailer
on cement pad, Missing NICELY furnished 1 or 2
Hills Campground, bedroom apartments located near campus Also
436-5519
Houses For Rent near camHOUSE Trailer For Sale 3 pus Nice, quiet locations,
to choose from for living or one 4-5 bedroom, one 3
storage, from $500 through bedroom 753-0606 nights,
$900 753-5588
753-6111 days

How sway Nis Twomey)
•PINANCIAL AID AVAIL.
-JOS PLACEMENT ASSIST

1-800-327-7728
114 HART SCNCXX
•01• e/ACT

how
.P....v....Z., EL

A Little Green Goes
A Long Way In Classified
And the week of April 9-15
when we celebrate
Classified Advertising Week
it will go even further...
Get 10 Days For The Price of 7
on all reader ads placed during the week
meeting the following requirements:
$ Ads must run 10 consecutive days.
$ No changes will be made in copy.
$ Paid days.-. will run first.
$ No rebate will be given if cancelled before expiration.

All standard rates on classified reader ads
will remain in effect.
Place your ad Monday-Friday 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
or Saturday 8 a.m.-Noon
Call 753-S16, mail, or bring your ad to:

TOYOTA

• AIRLINES
'CRUISE LINES

-TRAVEL Ar,tNr its
040.4E s'
TES MINING
'FINANCIAL AID AVAIL.
*JOS PlACIIADIT ASSIST.

OF MURRAY, INC.

1 800 327 7728

515 St. 12th (502) 753-4961

COPPER aluminum stain
less and radiators Post
Oak Rd Hwy 94 East
753-0467

1

527-1823 or
for Angela

FIREWOOD for sale
437-4667

used less

STARVING college student
will mow yards or any other
work available Best job at
cheapest price 753-9393

•EXECUTIVE SEC
'WORD PROCESSOR

1989 CAMRY

BUYING aluminum cans
50c lb , battery, scrap
metal, copper and junk
cars KGA Rycycling
492-8183 days 498 8785
nights

than

bulb

MOWING- TILLING adult,
reasonable dependable
Call 436-2879 anytime

Train to to a Prolossionai

Air. cruise con. tilt whee,
power windows
and door locks,
stereo and more

Want
To Buy

F Suntanna Suntan

WENDY S is now hiring day
shift people Apply at
Wendy s, 1 1 1 1 Chestnut,
Murray

440
A
stereo with
cassette sport
strpes
power
and
steering
more

140

WOL
Bed

FORKLIFT All terain 69
Model Case 430, 2/1 lift,
170
excellent working conch-'
Vacuum
ton, 20'x4' working platCleaners
form included, $5.000 firm
ELECTROLUX Sales &
247-6434
Service Bags, hoses &
FOR Sale- 3 storage sheds belts DOROTHY M
like houses, complete BROWN,508 So 7th, Mayelectric in every way 3 lots field, KY, 247-6808
for sale with complete
hook-ups' for mobile
homes 2 mobile homes
You have to see to believe'
Call for an appointment
SECRETARIAL/ Recep- 492-8806
11 IH Chisel, 124 MF baler
tionist Position Available
HUMMINGBIRD Super 60 4 bottom plow, ZB Molene
Full time Excellent typing Flasher with transducer, tractor, 6' blade and MF
and shorthand skills re- $75 LCR Model 2000 with mower 435-4301
quired Word processing transducer, $75 Call after
experience a must IBM 5p m 753-1966
Display Write preferred
Ford 4000 tractor, 1963
MARTIN Houses 6 roomsSome accounting skill remodel, gasoline burner,
quired Send resume and $26 99. 12 rooms- 139 99.
5-speed, live PTO, re18 rooms- $57 99, 24salary history to South
mote hydraulic control,
$69
99
Pre
sectioned
teleEastern Book Co , P 0 Box
hours, with 3 pt. 7'
low
scoing
pole extends to 15',
309, Murray, Ky Resumes
Flex-0-11itch disc and 3
must be received by April $29 99 Wallin Hardware.
- 14" spring tnp plow.
14 No drop ins or phone Downtown Paris. Tn
This equipment has been
calls accepted
MOVING 1800 BTU Sears
shedded and maintained
model air conditioner, only
and is offered by original
SHIRT Presser Wanted
used 1 season, $450 OBO
owner. Also, Ford 601
Must be reliable Apply in
one-row mounted corn
person at Boone s Laundry, 9x12 Paprika color oval
fringe rug $60 6' round
picker.
605 Main
fringe rug $20 2200 BTU
753-6567
SUBBY S now taking appli- kerosene heater $50 All
cations for full-time man- items very good condition
agement positions Previ- (901)247-5330 or
ous food management ex- 247-5816
perience helpful Send
TILLERS 5HP chain drive
resume to Lakee Enterprises, 300 West 10th St.. with Briggs & Stratton engine, $329 99 Wallin Hard- KIMBALL Piano 3 years
Metropolis, IL 62960
old, like new Call 753-4531
ware Downtown Paris, Tn
TRUCK Drivers Exper- Open all day Saturday
after 5p m
ienced only Apply Direct
Connection Truck Lines
Tn
Puryear,
1 800-621 2888 or
(901)247-3277
RECEPTIONIST/ Clerical
Assistant Position Available 25-30 hours per
week Must have computer
and bookkeeping experience Must possess excellent communications skills
Send or bring resume including 3 recent references
to CBM Computer Center,
314 Main. Murray, Kentucky 42071 No phone
calls please

1-800-334-1203

1989 CELICA ST COUPE

WILL stay with sick or et
derly Call for further information. 753 4590

Murray, Ky.

A

"PAVE,

Miierray Ledger & Times
Celebrate Classified Ad Week and Save!
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obits
For Sete

Norris set up,
partially turn3761

For Rent

>om, furnished
id Some new
natural gas
conditioned
753-5209

irises

nercial
ding

ease

°cation,

53-4682
3-5870

ments
Rent

E 1 bedroom,
5 rent and ded 753-3415

DM duplex.
;ient, central
:es furnished
iroom apart'an Real Es-

M Furnished
'4 mile from
)r paid, $175 1
15 2 people
v No pets No
f-5980

4 apartment in
appliances
irpeted, $250
759-4406

•gy efficient 2
lex units. douand storage
-ices, washer/
), ceiling fans.
:ks and cable
ri 753-4390

/, air condi
m apartment
s paid Phone

iroom apart! in the city for
h Available
I after 5p m
759-9318

ished 1 or 2
artments lo
rampus Also
ent near cam diet locations,
room, one 3
3-0606 nights,
l's

ed

1 BEDROOM apartmen
near downtown Murray
753-4109

2 BEDROOM Country
Home in the Browns Grove
area Deposit required
$200 per month Call
753-0436 or 753-6459

365
For Salo
Or Lease
SHOPS for rent 1 mile horn
rray on Hwy 94 East

'4 ARABIAN/ Vi
addlebred Gelding • 6 y s
old, 14-2 hands, rides
drives, works, trail rides,
$500 435-4361.

AKC male Austrian Terrie
puppy Call 489-2246
GROOMINGDALE'S, 2513
Coldwater
Road,
753-6756. Jack Covey,
Owner/ Groomer. Graduate State Certified Central
Academy of Dog Grooming Registered Member
National Dog Groomers
Association of America,
Inc. Clean, new, modern
facility. The ultimate for
your pet's grooming needs
Where every pet is aVIP
(Very Important Pet)
PET Pen full line pet shop
Tropical fish, small animals young birds- some
tame Dog grooming, reasonable prices and quality
service for the caring pet
Mon Sat,
owner
10A M -6P.M , Sun
1 5P M 759-1322, 1101
Storey

Homo
For Sale

Used
Cars

HAPPY Jack Trivermiade
Recognized safe and effective by U S Bureau of Veterinary Medicine against
hook, round and tapew
orms in dogs and cats
Calloway Service, Industrial Rd

3 BEDROOM home in
country 2 extra sleeping
rooms upstairs, large hying
room and dining room
Central gas heat and air 12
miles east of Murray
$50.000 Call 753-1203

1979 T BIRD 2-door, blue,
good condition, $1,250
753-3188

430

Real
Estate

GOVERNMENT HOMES!
From $1 (U Repair) fordosures. repos, tax delinquent properties Now selling this area! Call (Refundable) 1-315-733-6064 Ext.
G2558 for current listings!
KOPPERUD Realty offers
a complete range of Real
Estate services with a wide
selection of quality homes,
all prices. 753-1222, toll
free 1 -800-251-HOME Ext.
711L for courteous,competent Real Estate service.
We make buying & selling
Real Estate easy for you

Lots
For Sale
1 ACR
vel lot Willow
Oaks Subdivision, Paris,
Tn City water
Iles from
Paris Landing M e offer
704-652-9643 after • m
2 LOTS by Kentucky Lak ,
$2,500 Owner will pay
closing
costs
(501)753-8580
CORNER lot (acre)6 miles
east Murray Access
beach, boat dock $3,100
Call 1 618 524-8658

You

Homes
For Sale
28a, 3 BEDROOM, seasonal stream, oak and hickory woods, historic log
barn, 1400' frontage,
$54,900 (901)232-8661
2 BEDROOM House Near
Lake fireplace, carport, 3
lots. Call Jana, Coleman
Real Estate, 753-9898,
474-8087

Know That We

Rent

WALLPAPER
STEAMERS
Removing wallpaper
is not a chore when
you rent a handy wall
Saves backbreaking

5 ROOM house and lot for
sale in Hazel, Kentucky
Would sell or trade. Owner
financing with percentage
down. (901)986-8772
ENJOY a beautiful sunset
at Kentucky Lake. This
lovely custom built 3 bedroom home, situated on
Kentucky Lake, has its own
private dock plus workshop A gently slope to the
shaded lot goes all the way
to the water. Priced at
$84,500. There are many
more important features
that a buyer would truly
enjoy Call Moody Realty
Co
Toll
free
1-800-642-5093.
ENJOY Kentucky Lake at
it's best. You will love the
space of this 4 bedroom
home with 2 full baths and
great room This property
has a covered deck with a
million dollar view. Priced in
the 60's. Call Moody Realty
Co.toll
free
1-800-642-5093.
MODEST 3 bedroom brick
florne: Well built, fenced -in
backyard, all appliances,
hardwood floors, quiet well
established neighborhood,
d of dead end street. Like
livi • in the country inside
city i ts. 759-1396.
SELLING OUR HOME?
Let us help yo ncrease it's
market value. C us for a
free consultation 7 -9752
anytime day or night N
YESTERYEAR Log
Homes: Quality homes, interlocking corners, uniform
logs. Build your dream
home from standard plans,
your plan sketches. Engineering staff available.
Model home under construction. Ernest Johnson,
Route 2 Box 9, Vienna, IL
62995, (618)658-8145_
YOU'LL enjoy Kentucky
Lake from this lovely home.
The home was built for
retirees, all 1 level with 3big
bedrooms and 2 full baths,
with great neighbors on
blacktop road, 2 lots with
easy lawn care. Reduced to
70's. Call Moody Realty Co.
toll free 1-800-642-5093.
470
Motorcycles

r steamer
Let the

handy steam
plate do
the work

MURRAY RENTAL
& SALES CENTER
200 E. MAIN ST.

56 ACRES panoramic view
from the front deck of this
custom built home with full
basement, overlooking National Wildlife Refuge and
Kentucky Lake Ideal loca
tion for a duck and goose
hunting hole This property
has good blacktop road
frontage and year round
water, super neighborhood Price $175,000 Call
Moody Realty Co Toll Free
1 -800-642-5093

460

3 BEDROOM house, 309
SHELTIES (Toy Collies) South 10th St 753-7837 or
sable and white 354-8211 (901)664-5128

Did

MURRAY

753-8201

For all positions
on days and night shifts.

5

ATV parts, accessories,
tires & service for all
brands! Keith's Lawn &
Tractor, Industrial Rd , Murray. 759-9831.
COME see the world's
most innovative line of Polaris ATVs! Keith's Lawn &
Tractor, Industrial Rd , Murray 759-9831

1982 Z-28 BLACK, V-8,
$3,500 Call after 6p m
753-7849

Weak Credit?
Bad Credit?
We Finance.

Please Vote

Jim Kelly
County Judge Executive

Paid for by Vickie Tras,s, Treasurer

'79 Olds Cutlass
'82 Detain P.U.
80 Toyota Correia
78 AMC Pacer
78 Ford LTD
'78 Dasun 13-210
'77 Mercury Gm:Me/qui'
'82 Dodge -Arles
71 Camaro Z-21
'76 Olds Cutlass
71 Grand Prix
78 Ford Fairmont
77 Olds Toronado

Call Sammy

Pool Manager, Lifeguards
& Concession Workers
Needed
Applications are being accepted by the
Murray Calloway County Park Dept. for
Pool Manager, Lifeguards and Concession Workers. Deadline for application
for Pool Manager will be 4 p.m. April 12.
Applications for Lifeguard and Concession Workers will also be accepted at
the Park Office, 10th & Payne Streets
753-7640

Need An Extra Car
For A Few Days?
Pi•nt from Gem. At
DINAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET. INC.
502 753 2617

1984 CENTURY Limited
52,000 miles, burgundy,
V-6 $4,150 1981 Grand
Prix 63 000 miles, white
bucket seats, $2,500
437-4118
1984 CHRYSLER LAZER
A/C tilt AM-FM cassette,
PS PB 753-4993 after
4p m
1986 NISSAN Pulsar red,
sunroof, 5-speed transmission, A/C, nice 753-5472
1986 OLDS Cutlass Supreme, good condition
753-2555
1986 TRANS AM T-tops,
extras, low mileage
489-2525
1987 TOYOTA Camry LE
Stationwagon: white, will
sell for pay-off amount.
753-8355 8a m.-5p m
1988, BERETTA . medium
red, excellent condition.
For more information call
759-4707.
ATTENTION- Government
Seized Vehicles from $103.
Fords, Mercedes, Corvettes, Chevys. Surplus Buyers Guide. 1-602-838-8885
Ext A684
1982 BUICK REGAL Turbo
Sports Coupe new turbo,
new Ores power windows,
T-tops, power steering
power brakes, AM-FM stereo, cruise control Call
759-1026

Now it's

Dan Taylor
Free I 800 325 3229

Chevrolet, Oldsmobile,

Cidll&I.W
Ttl
New & Used
GM Executives &
Program Vehicles

TOYOTA
OF MURRAY
515 S 12th
Murray, KY

Phone
753-4961

1977 THUNDERBIRD
good shape, can be seen at
1303 Storey Call after
5p m 753-6538
1983 MERCURY Marquis
Stationwagon V-6 A/C,
75,000 miles, clean, runs
good $2,995 436-2767

16' POLARCRAFT Jon
Boat 25HP Johnson mo
tor. Minnkota trolling motor,
Super 30 flasher on Gator
trailer 753 4051 after
5P m

1984 F600 FORD aerial
bucket truck: new rubber on
the rear, fair on the front,
works 40' pole, excellent
condition_ 345-2561.

1986 CHEVROLET S-10:
gray, back sliding glass,
new tires, 4-speed, 42,000
miles, $5,000. Call after
4 30p.m 753-4343
CHEVROLET 2 Ton 6 cylinder, 1968, 31,000 miles,
grain bed, cattle sides,
hoist, bought new, $5,000
(502)674-5849.
510
Campers
1970 MOBILE Scout Travel
Trailer. fully contained,'air.
Call after 5p m 753-6538
1978 STARCRAFT 21 self
contained tandem travel
trailer, fully equipped, excellent condition, $3,975
753-8019
8' SLIDE-IN Camper selfcontained, $500 Call
753-7783 after 5p m
HI-LO self-contained trailer
for sale 436-2600
s20
Boats
I Motors
14' POLARCRAFT ion boa
with motor and trailer. Cal
753-0632 9a.m.-5p.m. o
753-3506 after 5p.m
1982 HYDROSPORT Bass
Boat 1984 115 Mariner,
tournament rigged, excellent condition, $8,000
443-1075 or 443-4757

Services
Offered

HAMILTON Cultured
marble and tile 643 Old
Benton Rd 753-9400

MOWING, leveling and tilling 753-2555

HANDYMAN carpentry
masonry, painting electrical Quality work for a good
price 753-8372

Services
Offered

PACE 1 coat black top sea
lant Also will do seamless
roofing 435-4336

17' FIBERGLASS Fishing
Boat red and silver, wide HARD working y2ung man
beam, new interior, 115HP to do yard woM for the
Johnson with tilt and trim, summer Professional
12-24 volt trolling motor. equipment Comperable
Easy Rider trailer, $3,500 prices Call Duke after
436-2343
2p m 759-1040
184 ' LARSON Fish & Ski,
Boat Completely over-'
hauled 4 cylinder motor.
new floor, seats & paint
cloth top, accessories Will
sell or trade for pontoon
boat 435-4434

INSULATION blown in by
Sears TVA approved
Save on those high heating
and cooling bills Call Sears
753-2310 for tree estimate

ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair Roofing, siding,
painting, plumbing, concrete Free estimates Call
474-2307 or 753-6973

JERRY'S YARD GUARD
Scale landscaping plans
1977 ARROWGLASS 17 with plant names, prices
PLEASURE BOAT. 170HP and discriptions. Planting
Mercruiser, power tilt and tips for problem areas Get
trim, AM-FM cassette, a sound plan and some
good condition, $2,750. informed advice today for
753-4408 days, 753-1959 only $25 (to be deducted
nights
from landscaping you hire
us to do) Free estimates
(without scale drawing) for
in -town residents
24 Ft. Harris
759-4808, evening/
25th Anniversary
weekend calls welcome

SEASONAL Mowing Free
Estimates •Bonus' Free
trimming with season contract 753-6225, ask for
Dennis Will also do odd
jobs

Edition
Pontoon
Rote Boat
Fully equipped, 70
hp. Johnson outboard motoc AM/FM
cassette stereo, grill,
and all the extras!
Great
condition!
$7,000 firm. May be
seen at Cypress
Springs Boat Dock.
Serious buyers call
(417)335-5634
6 p.m.-8 p.m.
Ask for Dave.
530
Services
Offered

A-1 TREE Service: You
pro service with 35 years
experience. Topping removal, stump removal,
spraying and feeding. Free
estimates. 753-0906.
ALARM systems, free estimates. Sales, service and
installation. 24 hour monitonng. 753-0342.

APPLIANCE REPAIR, We
Service dishwashers, disposals, ranges, ovens, refrigerators, washers &
dryers. Service on most
makes and models. G.E.
factory trained. The Appliance Works, Dr. Rob MaVans
son Rd , Hwy 783,
1987 AEROSTAR Van:
53-2455,
2-tone, luggage rack, extras 753-3763 after AP IANCE SERVICE.
3.30pm
Kenmore, Westinghouse,
Whirlpool.
years experience. Parts nd service,
500
Used AppliandO. Bobby
Used
Hopper, 753-4-72 or
Trucks
436-5848.
1978 AND 1977- 1 ton,4x4
metal bed, GMCs. 1969 ATTENTION! For a
14 ton GMC 2- CP550 class mowing lob of your
drills and core drills, drill yard, big or small. Call J-npipe, water and grout B's Mowing Service,
pumps, drill and grout 437-4171.
equipment. Ripe and build- BREAKING and discing
ing
material. gardens and yard land502-365-3522.
scaping. Bush hogging,
1982 SILVERADO SWB,
red 492-8856 or 435-4419

530

Services
Offered

PLUMBING repairman with
same day service Call
759-4850

NlIOQ1-642-3000
Hwy. 79W. - Paris

1985 5-10 SWB, chrome
wheels, louvers, rails,
33,XXX 753-8988 or
753-7925

1983 OLDS 98 Regency
4-door, excellent condition,
loaded, $5,500 or best offer Call after 5p m
436-5457

,

530

Pets
& Supplies

2 BEDROOM House ATTENTION- Government
washer/ dryer, $250/ Homes horn $1 (U-repair)
month, 1'4 -2 miles from Delinquent tax property
Repossessions Call
campus 753-6111
1-602-838-8885 Ext
HOUSE in Lynn Grove GH6S4
$200 per month plus $200
deposit Call 753-1349 at GOOD Business Opportunity 2 bedroom frame
ter 530p m
house, block shop with 6
bays, approximately 500ft
from city limit both hook-up
to city water, nice size lot
and presently rent for
FOR Lease Dark fired to- $1,050 monthly Price
bacco base 435-4436
$50,000 If interested call
TOBACCO Barn for rent 759-4821
Call or write Pauline
Bryant, 2100 Edgeland
Ave. Louisville, KY 40204,
(502)458-0852
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LAWN Care Dependable
reasonable rates Will take
care of your total lawn
needs For estimate call
759-9706
LEE'S CARPET CLEANING. For all your carpet and
upholstery cleaning. For a
free estimate call
753-5827 Satisfied
references
LICENSED electrician
James Gallimore electrical
service. Commercial and
residential. Fast, courteous
service 759-1835_
LICENSED electrician, residential and commercial
Air conditioning Sales and
service. Gas installation
and repair for natural and
LP. Fred's Repair
753-7203.
MOBILE HOME Specialistrepair, leveling, underpinning, set-ups, tear-downs,
roots, floors, plumbing, wiring, washing, hurricane
straps. 759-4850.
MOODY Mower Repair:
Pick-up and delivery, all
work guaranteed.
753-5668

QUALITY construction, repairs and alteration Free
estimates Call G & A
436-2617

SHEETROCK finishing,
new or repair. 436-2811
SHOLAR Plumbing &
Electric For your everyday
plumbing and electrical
needs call us at 474-2366
or 437-4113
SIRESS Roofing Free estimates Guaranteed work
15 years experience
437-4752
SUREWAY Tree ServiceTopping, pruning, tree removal Aerial bucket truck.
Fully insured for your protection Stump removal
with no lawn damage Free
estimates. No obligations
753-5484
TELEPHONE wiring jacks
installed- phones movedresidence and businessexperienced Call Bobby
Wade 753-2220
VCR REPAIR: Wood VCR
Service Center, cleaningservicing $15, most repairs
$35, all brands. 3rd Street,
Almo, 753-0530.
WILL do plumbing installation & repairs. All guaranteed Free estimates
Phone 492-8899 or
753-1308.

For Sale By Owner

DAVE'S Lawn Mowing Service and Lawn Care Call
after 5p m 354-8706
DECKS, patios, additions,
sunrooms, framing, garages, new home construction. Hourly or contract,
Tripp Williams, Builder &
Broker 753-0563
DUNAWAY'S Painting- interior, exterior, residential,
commercial. 753-6951, if
no answer, 753-2332. Ask
for Mike.
HAULING, yard work, tre
removal, roofing, painting,
mowing Firewood for sale
Free estimates 753-5981
or 759-1683
FENCE sales at Sears
now Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate for your
needs
FOR most any type driveway white rock also, any
type gravel, din and sand
call Roger Hudson,
753-4545 or 753-6763
GENERAL House & Office
Cleaning Also Spring
Cleaning including windows, floor stripping References supplied 759-1578
GENERAL Repair plumbing roofing, tree work
436-5895 or 436-2642
GRAVEL & Mulch De
wayne McKnight 753-0467
after 6p m

GUTTERING by Sears
Sears continuous gutters
25' CRIS Craft excellent installed for your specificacondition, $16,000 tions Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate
443-1075 Or 443-4757

or

Let Barry
repair your
factory stereos.
WORLD
OF SOUND

SMALL landscaping and
yard mowing 492 8721, atter 5p m 759-1268 Ask for
Tony
SPRING Cleaning? We
can clean your home's exterior You'll be amazed at
the difference Super Clean
pressure wash Call us for a
tree estimate 753-9752.
call anytime

•
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING
All Types Of

Custom Woodworking
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
'Drop by

see our showroom

.1'19 SJNEJPY MURPA, Ben no Fl
• ,4

SEWING Machine Repair
All makes and models,
home and industry. Call
Kenneth Barnhill,
753-2674, Hwy 121 North,
Stella, Ky

Paschall Carpet, Inc.
After Inventory Spring Sale
(While It

Lasts)

See New Colors & Styles
15 ft. Plush Carpet 4.49 sq. yd.
13.6 ft. Wide ILLD Shag 3.69 sq. yd.
12 ft. Kongo Back /111-o Shag 3.95 sq yd.
6 ft. & 12 ft. Outside Grass
from .50 to 3.95 sq. yd.
12

ft. I eavy 11.11..o Shag from 4.99 to 5.95 sq. yd.

12 ft. Our Best HA.° Shag from 1.95 to 9.95 sq. yd.
12 ft Our Best Plush & Trackless from 7.95 to 11.95 sq. yd.
12 ft. Plush starting at 5.95 to 7.95 sq. yd.
12 ft. Heavy Commercial from 2.99 to 4.95 sq. yd.
12 ft. Commercial Plush from 3.95 to 5.95 sq. yd.
Good Rebond Pad 1.00 sq. yd.
Compare to Carpet Selling at Twke the Price.
Yes, We Have Summoner Suunrelease, Sumchek, Worry
Free, Gold Label.

Thousands and Thousands of Yards to Choose From,
Big Rolls In Stock, Many Colors and Styles
"We Have What We Advenue-

Paschall Carpet, Inc.
8 Miles South of Murray, Ky.
on Hwy. 641 Between Hazel, Ky.
and Puryear, Tenn,
Open 8 AM to 5 PM, Mon. thru Sat.
Phone 901-498-8963

We Buy All Kinds Of
Copper, Aluminum,
Stainless And Brass
Clean Or Unclean.
.. The week of April 10-15 we will
give away $100 cash to the person
bringing in the most aluminum cans.
Contest ends Friday at 12:00 so bring
us your cans and win!

3 bedroom, 2 bath, stove, refrigerator &
dishwasher. 1 bedroom garage apartment furnished. 121 South, 5 miles.
436-2884
$41,000

Manning Scrap
Next to the Old Murray Drive-In

753-0337

Dial-A-Service

leveling driveways and
buildings flower beds.
436-5430 or 753-0659.
BRICK, block and concrete, basements, foundations, driveways, sidewalks, patios. Free estimates Chimneys new and
repaired 28 years experience Charles Barnett.
753-5476

WILL brake and disc
dens
753-5463
753-0144

(Clip This Ad From The Paper
And Save For A Handy Reference)
Police

-cx‘e Murrayi

Home & Auto

Chestnut Street
Murray, Ky

•••Mt

RANDY THORNTON H ATING
& AIR CONDITIONING, INC.
tran• and Carrier cl
num
for sales and sarylc• In Murray
and Calloway County.
1102 Chestnut.

Phone
753-2571

7iutiliailue

753_8181

V,moll..frcOlr ty/Er one", irt

=

Wood VCR Service Center
Service & Repair All Brands
Quality Service At Reasonable Prices
3rd St. Almo
753-0530
School)
(next to Old Almo

Greg's Vinyl Tops

Poison Control
753-7588
'

Murray-Made Windows -- - Siding-Fencno
Downspouts 8 Gutters - Shutters
Aluminum Siding - Solar Screens

Call Us Today!
.LERIO .47AI5i5 di -18.S(xlill'S

22j

121 By-Pass

753-9841

Center Dr off 641 N
(Behind old Boston Tea Party)
M-F 8-5
•Simuleted convertible tibris
•Pin stripes •Stick on body side molding

•Loggage racks •Truck rails and tailgate guards

Calloway County Rescue Squad

753-6952

753-8407

Murray-Calloway County Hospital

753-5131

HOLLAND TIRE
Specializing in

Performer GT Radial
Raised White Letter Tires
Corner of East Main & Industrial Rd.

To place your ad in
the Dial-A-Service
call: 753-1916

753-5606

l'‘GE
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There's never belen a better time to buy or trade.
Now At Parker Ford Lincoln-Mercury For A Limited Time Only...
,

All this in addition to our
large dealership and factory discounts!!!
Cust.
Cash
Alternative
ELIGIBLE VEHICLES AND FINANCE RATE TERMS
6.9%
5.9%
2.9%
9.9%
$750
1988-89 Taurus
(All)
$600
9.9%
6.9%
5.9%
2.9%
1988-89 T'Bird
Coupe)
Thunderbird (Ex. Super
5.9%
$1000
9.9%
1988 T-Bird Turbo 2.9%
6.9%
Coupe
$750
9.9%
6.9%
5.9%
2.9%
1988-89 Tempo
AWD
$500
9.9%
6.9%
5.9%
2.9%
1988-89 Tempo
(Non-AWD)
$500
9.9%
6.9%
5.9%
1988-89 Mustang 2.9%
2.3L M/T
$500
9.9%
6.9%
5.9%
1988-89 Mustang 2.9%
2.3L
$500
9.9%
6.9%
5.9%
Taurus
1988-89 Escort/Exp 2.9%
$400
9.9%
6.9%
5.9%
2.9%
1988-89 Festiva
L-Plus and LX
$300
9.9%
6.9%
5.9%
1988-89 Festiva L 2.9%
9.9%
6.9%
5.9%
2.9%
1988-89 Tracer
$750)
9.9%
6.9%
5.9%
2.9%
1989-1/2 Tracer
$600
9.9%
6.9%
Mar
5.9%
2.9%
1988-89 Topaz
$750
9.9%
6.9%
5.9%
2.9%
1988-89 Topaz
AWD
$750
9.9%
6.9%
2.9%
5.9%
1988-89 Sable
$600
9.9%
6.9%
5.9%
2.9%
1988-89 Cougar
LS
$1000
9.9%
6.9%
5.9%
1988 Cougar XR-7 2.9%
$1500
NO APR ALTERNATIVE
1988-89 Towncar
$1500
NO APR ALTERNATIVE
1988-89 Mark VII
5.9%
2.9%
9.9%
6.9%
1988-89 Ranger
$750
4x4 (All)
$750
9.9%
6.9%
1988-89 Ranger 4x2 2.9% 5.9%
M/T (Ex. "S")
$500
9.9%
6.9%
1988-89 Ranger 4x2 2.9% 5.9%
Model
"S"
M/T
$500
2.9% 5.9%
9.9%
6.9%
1988-89 Ranger
Bronco II 4x2 A/T
$500
NO APR ALTERNATIVE
1988-89 Bronco II
TIVE
$400
ALTERNA
APR
NO
1988-89 Aerostar
(Regular Length)
$750
NO APR ALTERNATIVE
1988-89 F-I50 4x2 M/T
IIIM111111111i Ei
1
Ya.Z.J
Min0.111=1.1.1.11
F-250 4x2 M/T F-350 4x2
7-5
M/T F-Super Duty Chassis
Cab 4x2 M/T
NO APR ALTERNATIVE
$500
1988-89 F-250 4x2 AJT
F-350 4x2 A/T
Vehicle Line

kTi

.410,

emb.

Ranger

‘111•1111MIIIIINNI

Escort

Program Period March 29-May 31, 1989

Festiva

12-24

Mos.

25-36

mos.

37-48

mos.

49-60
Mos.

iii

slow(

Cash Rebates Can Be Used
As Down Payment Or Paid To
The Customer - If Delivered
During The Program Period.

Sable

fgao1•••

Three Time
Consecutive Award Winner
Of The
Ford Motor Company
President's Award

"Since 1928"

Thomas Jones

sick I{ mn

FORD
MERCURY
LINCOLN

Parker Ford
Lincoln-Mercury, Inc.
701 Main St., Murray

(502)753-5273

••
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•
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Rodger Mayer

Keith Williams

Ron Wright

Jim Irby

FORD
can-id) MERCURY
LI NCOLN
Open Mon.-Fri. 8-6; Sat. 8-4

